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As you are aware, Section 120 of the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA),
as amended by the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization
Act (SARA), specifically addresses Federal facilities. The
purpose of this memo is to provide uidance on the implementa-
tion of 120(d), "Assessment and Evaluation."

BACKGROUND

SARA Pre-Remedial Requirements

Section 120 of SARA sets out the requireasnts for pre-
remedial activities at Federal facilities. Section ]20(a)(2)
provides that all P& guidelines, rules, regulations, and
criteria are applicable to Federal facilities. Federal
facilities may not adopt or use any guidelines, rules, regula-
tions, or criteria which are inconsistent with those established
by EPA. To facilitate Federal facility compliance with this
provision, this memo and attachments provide a suimary of
requirements and EPA guidelines and procedures applicable to
the pre-remedial process.

Section 120(c) requires EPA to establish a special
Federal Agency Hazardous Waste Compliance Docket (docket)
based on information submitted by Federal agencies under the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) 3016, 3005,
and 3010, and CERCLA $103. The docket consists of information
reported to EPA by October 17, 1986, the date of enactment
of SARA; however, the information must be coordinated and
compiled from the various data sources into one quality
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assured/quality controlled list. we anticipate publication
of the docket in the Federal Register in late fall. The
docket will be available to the public and will be updated
every six months. All facilities in the docket are subject
to the deadlines for assessment and evaluation found in $120(d).

Section 120(’) requires EPA, within 18 months of the date
of enactment (April 1988), to "take steps to assure that a
preliminary assessment (PA) is conducted for each facility
on the docket." While EPA has the responsibility to assure
a PA is conducted, Executive Order 12580, dated January 23,
1987, delegates the responsibility for the conduct of the
assessment to the Federal agencies.

Following the PA, PA shall, where appropriate, evaluate
and list facilities on the National Priorities List (NPL)
using the same criteria that are applied to other facilities;
i.e., the Hazard Ranking System (HRS). The statute states
that, "Evaluation and listing under this subsection shall be
completed notlater than 30 months after such date of enact-
ment, or April 1989. Section 120(d) also provides that,
"Upon the receipt of a petition from the Governor of any State,
the Administrator shall make such an evaluation of any facility
included in the docket." Beyond this petition provision, SARA
mandates at 120() State involvement generally in the Federal
acilities effort.

In addition to the PA requirement in 5120, 105(d)
provides that "any person who is, or may be, affected by a
release or threatened release off a hazardous substance or
pollutant or contaminant, may petition the President to
conduct a preliminary assessment off the hazards to public
health and the environment which are associated with such
release or threatened release." E.O. -12580 delegates respon-
sibility to respond to a PA petition to the Federal agencies.
The Federal agency has 12 months after receipt of the petition
to complete the assessment or provide an explanation of why
the assessment is not appropriate.

Finally, $I05(c) requires EPA to propose amendments to
the HRS within 18 months of the date of enactment. The
effective date for the amendments is not later than 24 months
after the date of enactment. The manner in which the
revisions and schedules affects our ability to address the

120 deadlines for assessment and evaluation is discussed below.

Ability to Meet SARA

Section 120(d) establishes a 30 month deadline for EPA
evaluation and listing of Federal facilities. Section 105(c)
requires that EPA amend the HRS by April 1988. SARA also states

that the current Ht is not effective after October 17, 1988.
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The timing of the HRS revisions significantl impacts our
ability to meet the Sl20(d) deadline for listing facilities
on the NPL. The current HRS cannot be used after October 17,
1988, and all sites proposed under the current HS must go
final under the current HRS. Therefore, sites proposed
under the curren BRS must be listed in final on the NPL by
October 17, 1988. Usually, this would require an October
proposal to allow time for the normal rulemaking process
(approximately one year). While this timeframe is the case
for non-Federal facilities, EPA’s short-term strategy is to
publish a separate proposed rule for Federal facility sites
in the second quarter of FY88 (See "Pre-Remedial Schedule"
in Attachment A). This short-term strategy is an effort to
maximize compliance with deadlines for eqaluation and listing
and accommodate the schedule for reyisions to the HRS.

It is important to note that facilities not included
in this Federal facility second quarter proposed rule are
subject to evaluation under the new HRS which is anticipated
to require additional data. Any proposal under the new HRS
canno6 occur until after the effective date of the new HRS
(October 1988). Therefore, rulemaking under the new HRS
would be beyond the 30 month deadline set forth in the statute.
The process for facilities to be evaluated under the new HRS
is addressed in the long-term strategy.

STRATE GY

Short-Term Strategy: Listing Under the Current HRS

The goal of the short-term strategy is to evaluite and,
where appropriate, list facilities under the current HRS for
the FF proposal in the second quarter of FY 88. This effort
to evaluate and list facilities will involve evaluating pre-
remedial information previously submitted by Federal agencies
as well as new reports not yet submitted. All reports must
be received by October 15, 1987 and should be sent by the
Federal agencies to the EPA Regional Federal facility contacts
found in Attachment B.

Federal agencies can help EPA streamline the process so
that the maximum number of sites can be scored, proposed,
and promulgated under the current HRS by I) providing one
point of contact for each facility, 2) submitting complete
reports, and 3) setting priorities.

Federal agencies should_e sure that the EPA Regional
office knows the name and telephone number of the appropriate
contact person for each facility in the docket. While this
is a simple concept, it is extremely important to have a
designated contact person in the event that additional infor-
mation or verification of information is necessary. Federal
agencies should provide the EPA CERCLA Federal facility contact
(See Attachment B) with this information as soon as possible.
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It is critical that the reports submitted by Federal
agencies are complete and consistent with the data requirements
of the HRS. Our. experience with reports previously submitted
is that they vary in scope and quality and are often insuffi-
cient to perform an HRS evaluation. Clearly, the completeness
of existing reports and those to be submitted by October 15, 1987
will determine to a large degree the number of Federal facilities
that can be proposed in the special Federal facility proposed
rule.

State agencies may have done, but not submitted to EPA,
PAs and HRS scoring packages for Federal facilities. States
can assist EPA by submitting any such packages to the EPA
CERCLA Federal facility contact by October 15, 1987.

The reports to be submitted must contain the information
necessary for EPA to score sites using the HRS. While EPA
will determine the actual HRS score, it is recommended that
Federal agencies develop draft HRS scores, or index the reports
in a manner to facilitate HRS scoring, to ensure that all of
the ncessary information has been collected and documented.
It is important to recognize that the sole purpose of the
draft HRS score is an indicator for Federal agencies of
adequate information collection; EPA maintains full authority
and responsiblity for determining the actual HRS score.
Attachments C ("Guidance on Preliminary Assessments and Site
Inspections Uncer CERCLA"), D ("Documentation Requirements in
Support of the HRS"), and E ("Uncontrolled Hazardous Waste
Site Ranking System A Users Manual"), describe the require-
ments and formats Federal agencies should use for developing
and submitting information for HRS evaluation.

EPA must evaluate a very large number of Federal facility
pre-remedial reports in a short amount of time. At this time
we would like your input as we set priorities for evaluating
the reports/facilities. Please send your list of priorities
for evaluation to Christopher Grundler, Director, Federal
Facilities Compliance Task Force, WH-527, 401M Street, S.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20460 as soon as possible. Suggested factors
to consider include completeness of the report, facilities
with ongoing remedial investigation/feasibility studies or
targetted for remedial actions, level of community concern,
level of State interest etc.

An approach which has been under discussion to further
streamline the process is whether to do an HRS/NPL evaluation
on one appropriate area of a acility and list the entire
fact"-ty if the area scores high enough; or to do HRS/NPL
evaluations on each appropriate area and thus have multiple
NPL sites listed for one facility. While site-specific
circumstances and discussions with the State may dictate
which approach to take, as a general matter we have decided
to use the NPL to list the entire facility where there is
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at least one NPL-eligible site at the facility. Following
the NPL listing, and separate from the NPL process, EPA and
the State will then work with the facility to design a
comprehensive strategy which would address both RCRA and CERCLA
requirements at the facility. As stated in the proposed EPA
Federal facility listing policy (52 FR 17991, May 13, 1987),
NPL listing in n6"way preempts applicable RCRA requirements.

Process

We intend to use the Technical Enforcement Support (TES)
contractfor the evaluation and scoring of Federal facility
reports currently in the pipeline and those received by
October 15, 1987. The work will be initiated in the Regions.
We will forward a memo explaining how to access and initiate
tasks under the TES contract. TES has been trained by the
pre-remedial program contractors familiar with the HRS and the
evaluation of Federal facilities.

Where the information in the reports is minimally inade-
quate,for scoring purposes, the EPA contractor will attempt to
supplement the information by telephone with the designated
facility contact. However, if there are major gaps in available
data, we will have to use the time consuming process of
identifying the inadequacies and the Federal agency will have
to supplement the information.

Once the EPA contractor has completed the HRS scoring,
those sites that score above 25 will be sent to the Regional
NPL Coordinators for a quality control review, followed by
quality assurance in the Hazardous Site Evaluation Division in
Headquarters, and finally proposal for the NPL if the score is
above 28.5.

Lon@-term Strate@y and Process: Future Listin@ Under the New HRS

Consistent with $120(a)(2), EPA strongly recommends that
all Federal agencies adopt EPA terminology; e.g., Preliminary
Assessment (PA), Site Inspection (SI), etc. The Department of
Defense and Department of Energy have already committed to
using EPA terminology.

The long-term strategy applies to those facilities in the
docket not evaluated for/listed on the special Federal acility
proposal. The new H.g will be used for evaluation of these
facilities. Federal agencies are responsible for collecting,
within 18 months of the date of enactment, the information
necessary for EPA to determine which facilities should be
listed on the NPL. Determinations for inclusion on the NPL
are based primarily on a score developed as a result of applica-
tion of the HRS. The information required by the National
Contingency Plan (NCP) for applying the HRS is equivalent to
an EPA PA and SI.
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Federal agencies should conduct a PA on these facilities
consistent with SARA and the NCP. Federal agencies should
notify the State .of PAs to be initiated in the State pursuant
to 121(f). If theFederal agency determines that no further
action .is required, the PA report should be submitted to the
EPA CERCLA Federa Facilities Contact (see Attachment B) and
to the State. EPA will review the report and concur or
nonconcur with the Federal agency determination that no
further action is required pursuant to the authority in
120(d) that EPA assure that a PA is conducted. The State
will have the opportunity to review and comment on the PA
pursuant to Section 121(f). If PA agrees with the no further
action determination, this information will be entered into
the docket. If EPA does not agree, EPA will notify the
Federal agency that more information is needed for the required
evaluation.

If, based on the PA, the Federal agency determines an SI
is necessary, the Federal agency should perform an Sl on the
facility consistent with SARA and the NCP by April 1988 and
submi6 the PA/SI report to the EPA CERCLA FF Contact and to
the State. Federal agencies should notify the State of Sis
to be initiated in the State.

The PA/SI report must contain the information necessary
for EPA to score sites using the HRS. Again, EPA recommends
that Federal agencies develop draft HRS scores to ensure
that all of the necessary information has been collected and
documented. Guidance on use of the new HRS will be developed
and training for Federal agencies will be provided.

The standard quality control/quality assurance process in
the Region and Headquarters will be followed.

Conclusion

SARA sets out very stringent deadlines for both EPA and
other Federal agencies. In order to address these deadlines,
good communication and a clear understanding of the requirements
is essential. EPA is committed to assisting the other Federal
agencies in meeting their obligations under SARA. Please direct
any questions you have to Christopher Grundler, Director,
Federal Facilities Compliance Task Force at 475-8800 or Linda
Southerland of the Task Force staff at 382-2035.

Attachments

Addressees: Federal Kgency Environmental Contacts
State Environmental Agencies
Waste Management Division Directors, Regions I-X
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CC: Reg{onal Counsel, Regions I-X
Federal Facilities Task Force
Federal Facilities Coordinators, Reaions I-X
Marcia Williams, OSW
Lee Herwig, OFA
Mark GreenwoQd, OGC
Carolyn Tillman, OECM





ATTACHMENT A

PRE-REMEDIAL SCHEDULE

FY

3rd

’87

4th Ist

Proposed
HRS

deadline
for FF
PA/SI
submittal

Gather

FY ’88

2nd

Federal
Proposal

3rd

New HRS data

4th Ist

Final
HRS

Federal
Final

2nd

Proposal
(New HRS)

FY ’89

3rd 4th

Final
(New HRS)

SARA SCHEDULE PA Deadline
(18 months of date of
enactment April ’88)

SCORE, PROPOSE, FINAL
(30 months of date of
enactment April ’89)





ATTACHMENT B

EPA CERCLA FEDERAL" FACILITY CONTACTS

Region

1

4

5

6

I0

Name & Mailing Address

Dave. Webster HE C-1907
U.S. EPA Region 1
J.F.K. Federal Building
Boston, MA 02203

Alida Karas
U.S. EPA Room 747
26 Federal Plaza
New York, NY 10278

Karen Wolper 3HWI7
U.S. EPA Region 3
841 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia, PA 19107

Wayne Mathis ERRS
U.S. EPA SF Program
345 Courtland Street
Atlanta, GA 30365

Melinda Gould 5H-12
U.S. EPA Region 5
230 South Dearborn Street
Chicago, IL 60604

John Meyer
U.S. EPA Region 6
1445 Ross Avenue
Dallas, TX 75202

Greg McCabe
U.S. EPA Region 7
726 Minnesota Avenue
Kansas City, KS 66101

David Schaller 8HWM-SR
U.S. EPA Region 8
999 18th Street Suite 500
Denver, CO 80202-2405

Nick Morgan
U.S. EPA Region 9 P-5
215 Fremont Street
San Francisco, CA 94105

Bob Poss HW-II4
U.S. EPA Region 10
1200 Sixth Avenue
Seattle, WA 98101

Phone

FTS 835-3632
617 565-3632

FTS 264-1841
212 264-1841

FTS 597-8751
215 597-8751

FTS 257-2643
404 347-2643

FTS 886-7253
312 886-7253

FTS 255-6730
214 655-6730

FTS 757-2856
913 236-2856

FTS 564-1518
303 293-1518

FTS 454-8603
415 974-8603

FTS 399-1388
206 442-1388
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this guidance is to describe in detail thegoals, scope, and documentation requirements for preliminaryassessments (PA’s) and site inspections (SI’s) conducted underthe ComprehensiVe Environmental Response, Compensation, andLiability Act’(-CERCLA). This guidance establishes what, atminimum, a PA and an SI shou[,1 accomplish. This guidance isfor use by p, its field contractors, Federal agencies, andStates in planning for and preparing PA’s and SI’s.
EPA ha developed a deliberate and structured process todetermine what, if any, cleanup actions should be taken at un-controlled hazardous waste sites. The entire site evaluationprocess consists of two major phases: the first phase leads upto proposing sites for the National Priorities List (NPL) whichthen leads to remedial action. This "Pre-remedial phase" consistsof three major activities--discovery, preliminary assessment, andsite inspection. The second or "post-NPL" phase involves evaluat-ing a site in greater detail to identify the precise magnitudeand extent of contamination and the most cost effective alternativeto horrecting problems at the site. This second phase is knownmore formally as the Remedial Planning Phase and includes twoacivities--a remedial investigation (RI) and a feasibility study(FS). Figure 1 graphically depicts this flow of activities.
The goal of the pre-remedial phase applies to both the PA andthe SI and involves:

i) gaining a better ar.c] ,nDre rounded understanding of thenature of the threat posed by a sito;2) f the ite does pose a threat, developing data tocorrectly score the site using the Hazard RankingSystem (HRS);
3) identifying sites that require immediate response.

The PA and Sl are limited to determining if the site everhandled hazardous substances and if trey have released or havethe potential to release into the environment. The PA or SI isnot intended to determine the exact magnitude of the release,"---the size of the release is significant, or if its potentialto adversely affect the environment is significant. Thesedecisions are made, in a simplified fashion, when the site isscored under the HRS and, more comprehensively, during the remedialinvestigation.

This guidance is divided into two main chapters--Chapter 1the PA and Chapter 2 the SI.

-i-
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_CHAPTER I PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENTS

A. GOALS OF A RELIMINARY ASSESSMENT

The PA is the first phase in the process of determining ifa site is releasing hazardous suDstances, pollutants or contaminantslinto the environment and requires response action. During a PAthe investigator compiles and evaluates availaDle informationaDout a site and its surrounding environment. The PA culminatesin a report with formal recommendations. The PA has four specificgoals which are discussed Delow.

i. Determine if further action is required.

The first goal of the PA is to screen out those sites in theCERCLA inventory system (waste site inventory) that pose nothreat or that can De addressed through other Federal programs. Inmany cases, little prescreening of sites has occurred prior to theirentry (discovery) into the inventory system. Therefore some sitesin the inventory may not De appropriate candidates for furtherattention under CERCLA. Examples where no further action isneeded include:

o no waste of concern
no release

" all releases are Federally permitted
" release is from natural or synthetic
petroleum/natural gas products
site will clearly not score adore 28.5 on the HRS

It is important to note that after evaluating this item, itis possiDle to terminate the PA. The remaining oDjectives of thePA need not De evaluated if the site poses no threat or is coveredDy other Federal authorities. For this reason this goal shouldalways De evaluated first. Any recommendation for no furtheraction shDuld De clearly stated and a sound justification providedin the report.

ICERCLA provides authority to respond to releases of hazardoussuDstances, pollutants, or contaminants. Sections 101(14) andI04(a)(2) define the types of materials, suDstances, and compoundsthat qualify for response under CERCLA.
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Compile existing information to support development of a
valid HRS score.

Upon determing that further action is appropriate, the second
goal is to collect data to support HRS scoring. Short of going
into the field to collect samples, all data to support HRS scoring
that can b’collected during the PA should be gathered at this
stage. This process must begin at the PA stage. It helps the
investigator not only understand the magnitude, extent, and
potentially affected populations and environment but it also
guides the investigator in more effectively designing the SI. It
is unlikely that during the PA, all the data needed to effectively
evaluate a site using the HRS will be available. The PA then
will help the investigator identify data gaps which become the
focus of the SI. The specific data needed to support HRS scoring
are discussed in Section C.

3. Identify sites that require immediate response.

CERCLA "removal" authority allows EPA to take immediate
,action at a sie whether or not the site is on the NPL. Except
in cases where the site continues to pose an immediate threat,
the cleanup is limited to $2 million and must be completed within
12 months. Thus the PA determines if the site or portion of the
site qualifies for "removal" action. Chapter III discusses
removal actions more thoroughly.

The investigation should be rigorously evaluate-the site to
determine if some or all of it may qualify for a "removal" action
and thus cleaned up before it is proposed for the NPL. When such
a determination is made, the PA report should then recommend
consideration of the site for removal actions.

4. Set priorities for site inspections.

The fourth goal of the PA is to set priority of the site for
an SI. Traditionally, more sites are referred for further action
than the available resources can accomodate. Hence, EPA must
establish priorities among those sites that require immediate
attention. As a general rule, sites that threaten a large populati,
to large amounts of toxic and persistent hazardous substances
should receive higher priority than sites that threaten a small
population to small amounts of less hazardous material. A cursory
HRS scoring of the site performs this function. Sites that are
not likely to score near the 28.5 cutoff are a lower riority for
an SI than sites that will clearly score above 28.5.

EPA has not developed criteria on situations that qualify
for high, medium, or low priority Sis. Because the categories
are often a function of the resources available and other
non-environmental factors, such guidance should be developed on
a regional basis.
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SCOPE OF THE PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT

Most of the information compiled during the PA will comefrom existing. State, local and Federal records, files, reportssuch as permit aplication data, compliance reports as well asother non-site specific information.

There are a host of other sources availaDle that may Deuseful in evaluating whether a site poses a proDlem. Section Csuggests some sources. The investigator, is not required to
consult all these sources, only those that will assist in addressingdata gaps.

Many sites may require a reconnaissance during the PA,especially’off-site. EPA’s experience suggests that a reconnais-sance, at least off-site, affords the investigator the opportunityto confirm findings, interview local public health departmentsand the owner/operator, and review local records. If the siteinformation available is inadequate, an on-site reconnaissancemay De needed, qowever, on-site activity is not recommended as arule Decause of the added hazards and cost associated with protect-ing investigators for on-site work. For example, EPA requireshealth and safety @fans for its contractors. Cases-Dy-case deter-minations should made tO determine if an on-site reconnaissanceis needed.

The PA should not involve collecting and analyzing samples.The PA narrows down’-e candidates and sets priorities so thatthe more expensive field and analytical resources are not wastedat the sites that require no further action.

It is important to reemphasize that the A is not limited tocollectin data to support HRS scoring. So’e sites may require
collecting additional data for other purposes such as addressingpuDlic concerns or supporting impending enforcement action.These needs should De =arefully evaluated to esure that they donot overwhelm the PA or overshadow the need to collect essentialHRS data. In some cases, it may De possible to defer gathering theadditional data .ntil the RI, when consideraDly more funds areavailaDle. To gather these data at the PA and also the Sl stageshould De Dalanced Dy the need to conserve funds at the pre-NPLstage and uo evaluate more sites at a faster rate.

The time needed for a PA can vary considerably. Compilin;and evaluating the information can take as little as 20 hours ifit is clear that the site does not, nor has it ever, handledhazardous materials. If it is clear that an SI will De neededand little reliaDle information is accessiDle, the PA may takeup o 40 to 60 hours. In cases where a site reconnaissance isnecessary or where a lot of data is availaDle, more hours may Deeeded. Traditionally, a lot of time has Deen spent collectinginformation that was interestin yet not essential to the RS.At the same time, data needed to properly evaluate the site usingthe HRS was not collected. This produced ineffeciencies thatincreased the time and cost to conduct PA, SI and NPL work and
resulted in the need or consideraDle follow-up work.
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C. CONDUCTING TME PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT

The information that should De gathered during the PA fitinto one of the following categories:

o sie" management practices
" waste characteristics
" pollutant dispersal pathways
" target populations and environments

See Figure-’2 on page 7 for a Dreakdown of these categories.

Data on all four categories are necessary to develop anunderstanding of the site, the possiDle sources and routes forrelease of contaminants, and the proDaDle affected populationsand environments. Although the purpose of the PA is not to assessthe degree of risk posed Dy a site, these data categories are theessential Duilding Dlocks of the risk assessment.that is performedin a simplified fashion through the HRS and in a more comprehensivemapner ,uring the RI.

The initial inquiry into the site should determine if thesite requires any further action as mentioned in Section A. Ifit does, it is investigated further. ExhiDit 1 on page 8 and 9contains the core data that ,nust De developed at this time. Othersite-specific data may De necessary to understand some unique pro-Dlems associated with a articular site.

Appendix 1 at the end of this document is a char which listsdata needs and then identifies possiDle sources for particularpieces of information. Appendix 2 also at the end of this documentlists sources of various kinds of information and what specificinformation each source might provide. (This chart is Dasicallythe inverse of chart I). Appendix 1 will De useful in locatingwhere to get a piece of information. Appendix 2 will help identifyroutine types of information.
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FIGURE 2
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EXHIBIT 1

Have analytical data documented a release to surfacewater, ground water or air? Are these data recent(within 2 years old) and valid (properly qualityassured)?

Wha is the nature of disposal/storage/treatment or productrelease practices at the facility?

What and how many units or spills are associated with thesite?

What are the dimensions of the units?

What are the conditions of the units?

What type of facility management practices were employed?
What previous remedial actions were undertaken on-site as wellas off-site, including provision of alternative watersupplies, relocation, etc.?

What is the thickness, depth, and names/type of variouswaterDearing strata?

What is nature of (describe) the confining layers? Arethey continuous?

What are the Darriers to horizontal migration?

Is there evidence that the aquifers function as a singlehydrologic unit, within 3 mile radius of site {e.g., pumptests, documented upper/lower aquifer contamination fromother sources, USGS studies/reports, driller Dotings)?
What is the net precipitation for the area of the site?
What is the 1-year 24 hour rainfall for the area of the site?
What is the known physical state of waste (or presumed ifsite not visited)?

What are the known.or presumed specific constituents of thewaste dispose terms such as acids, heavy metal sludges,caustics, explosives are not adequate; must identify specificconstituents to extent possiDle).
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ExhiDit i

What is’he quantity of waste disposed/released on siteDy unit? When estimating, provide ationale.
What is the slope of the facility and intervening terrain(Detween facility and surface water ody) Slope can Deestia’ted from topographical map or determined more reci lyfrom direct measurement/observation, p se

What is the estimated distance from a documented point ofcontamination to the proDaDle point of entry to surfacewater alon the migration pathway?2

What is the nature and use of ground and surface waters?Are they sole source? Are they used for drinking and/orirrigation?

Within I0 stream miles, how far (where) downstream from thefacility is/are surface water intakes or sensitive environment(wetlands)?

How many persons (3.8 ersons/household) are served Dy eachmajor intake and well? Distinguish Hetween aquifers forground water?

Is there any ground or surface water sources that cannot De"readily".replaced?

How many acres of land are irrigated wiuh water from theseintakes or wells?

What :--= the population within a 4 mile radius of the site?

2If precipitation is less than 20 inches per year for thearea, an intermittent .tream can De considered a surface waterDody.
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De PRELIMINAR_Y ASSESSMENT, DOCUMENTATION STANDARDS AND REPORTCONT ENT

For every item identified in ExhiDit i, a "source" should Dereferenced in the PA report and the reference itself attached atthe. end of the PA. The source could De copies of relevant pagesfrom for example, a report, memorandum, trip report, or record of
communication. 3

Historically, much of the information developed during thePA was not referenced or documented. It was simply reported.
Later, when a site was scored under the HRS, it was necessary to
go Pack and redevelop the data and identify th6 source. Moreover,
inadequate documentation made it difficult at the time of the SIto determine what information was needed. Often what was reportedin the PA was a person’s "understanding" of the situation ratherthan facts Dased on prime source matarial or direct oDservation.For example, the PA may state that upper and lower aquifers are
interconnected, however, if no references or supporting documentatiorwere provided, the person scoring the site had to go track down
the information.

Not all findings must De referenced and documented. Generally,positive findings need to De documented, Dut most negative findingsdo not. For example, it is not necessary to reference and documenta finding that no one drinks ground water when it has been documente.that everyone drinks water from a local reservoir. The population
drinking water from the reservoir, however, does need to De
Jocumented.

In some cases, it will not De possiDle to collect all the
information identified in the appendix. Often the information issimply not aailaDle through any source and must De developed inthe field. The PA report should note where information does notexist. This should De done only after a reasonable attempt hasDeen made to locate the information.

At the end of the PA the investigator must prepare a PA
report describing the site conditions and recommending the needfor and nature of further action, if any. The PA report consistsof a summary report and appropriate attachments.

The specific contents of the summary will vary based uponthe nature of the site and the final recommendation. In general,a more extensive summary will De needed for sites where furtheraction is recommended.

3 All records of communication must De signed, dated, partiesidentified with tiules and affiliation, and a phone nuDer noted.
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The PA summary should include:

cover sheet consisting of name of site, address, sitsnumDer, latitude/longitude, disposition and an explana-tion.Justifying the disposition.

Drief description of the site of siteactivity types of units, layout (if known) of thesite, and types and quantities of materials handled;
ientification of the routes for migration and a Driefdiscussion of the relevant physical characteristics ofthe site an surrounding area; known and suspectedreleases Dased on visual evidence or previous analyticaldata or inferred from unit design/maintenance;
identification of target populations or environments viasurface water, air, ground water, soil, subsurface gasroutes;

recommendation; justification for recommendation;priority for SI.

Lastly, accompanying the PA report are all the prime sourcesdocumenting either a decision of no further action or the datacollected for :h HRS scoring. Responses to ti,e questions listedin ExhiDit 1 should De integrated into the summary and includereferences to the prime source materials.
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CHAPTER II SITE INSPECTION

PURPOSE OF A SITE INSPECTION

"ne SI is the second phase in the process of determiningwhether a site is releasing hazardous substances,-pollutantsor contaminants into the environment and requires response actionAn SI builds on the data collected in the PA. Although the scopeof the SI is broader, the goals are identical to the PA exceptthe last one establish priority for further action. The goalsbear briefly repeating. The same principles apply to both PAsand Sis but some subtleties unique to Sis are discussed below.

Identify the sites that require no further actionunder CERCI.

It is unlikely that all the sites that need no furtherCERCLA action will be identified at the PA stage. Often it isdifficult at the PA stage to recommend no further action withoutfield visits and sampling. Therefore the initial goal of the SIis to screen for these sites. To the extent such information wasnot already gathered during the PA, the SI shoulddetermine (i)has the facility ever handled hazardous waste and (2) does thehazardous waste have the potential for releasing or has it everreleased. If the answer to both is clearly no, based on reliabledata, then no further action is necessary.

2. Collect data to develop a vali, HRS score for the site.
If a determination is made that the site requires furtheraction then the investigator should collect the additional dataneeded to score the site under the HRS. The data is necessary inorder to evaluate the site for consideration for the NPL and tothen undertake remedial response

3. Determine if the site requires emergency response

During the SI, the investigator should evaluate if the siteis posing an immediate threat and warrants the need for emergencresponse. The SI more readily allows the investigator to identifythese types of situations through direct observation. Chapter IVdiscussed the criteria when it would be appropriate to recommenda site for emergency response.

B. SCOPE OF THE SITE INSPECTION

The SI follows the PA. Sis are conducted at the site identi-fied in the PA as requiring further action. To satisfy one of themain goals of the SI--to generate data to adequately score the siteusing the HRS--the SI, by design, must involve sample collection.Analytical data is needed to effectively score the site. By thetime an SI is conducted most of the obvious non-problem sites havebeen screened out.
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The remaining non-problem sites probably require some sampling
in order to confirm the suspected disposition. In addition, to
generate data to adequately score the site and receive a score
that is truly reflective of the situation, sampling is required.
Although it may be possible in some cases for a site to receive
a high scoz-e-without documenting an observed release, EPA does
not consider it acceptable to score a site without having undertak
sampling. In some few cases where useful and sound analytical
data already exist to score the site effectivelyl, additional
sampling may not be necessary. However, it is unlikely that all
the analytical data to effectively score a site has already
occurred.

The key difference between the PA and the SI is not so much
the goals but the scope. In the PA the scope is limited primarily
to information and visual data that may be developed from available
records and through a site reconnaissance. The scope of the SI is
much broader and allows for development of data (sampling, etc.) in
the field that is not otherwise available in existing documents or
sleaned through visual observation. At the end of the SI all data
necessary to produce a valid HRS score for the site must be provide
unless a clear determination is made that no further action is
required.

Figure 1 is a step-by-step breakdown of the scope and sequence
of specific activities involved with an Sl. The following is a mot
in-depth discussion of these steps and the general programmatic
requirements that should be in place before performing any Sis.

I. BACKGROUND DATA COLLECTION

The first step in the SI is the background data collection ste
The purpose of this step in the SI process is to gather the data
necessary to prepare a safety plan, and a work and sampling plan
that will support the HRS scoring of the site, and to collect site
data not available during the PA. If the PA was performed properly
it should not be necessary to collect a lot of additional site data

The more thoroughly this stage of the SI is done the more
focused the field activities will be and the less field time and
resources it should take. Moreover, effective background data
collection that is focused, at a minimum, towards gathering data
to effectively score the site, may eliminate the need to perform
follow-up site inspections. In the past, insufficient attention
was paid to gathering data needed to perform an HRS score before
performing the field work, resulting in inadequately designed
work and sampling plans. As a result it became common for one,

ISI that does not have any analytical data is not an SI but an
"on-site reconnaissance" and accordingly does not qualify in
Strategic Planning and Management System (SPMS) as an SI.
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FIGURE 3

BREAKDOWN OF A SITE ISPECTioN
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if not two or three follow-up visits to a site to collect addi-
tional data. Thorough background data collection will no always
eliminate the need to reuurn to the I_ to collect additional
.data, but it will reduce the number of times when this is necessar
and in the.end save money. For example, data on-the location of
possible receptors (such as water supply sources or sensitive
environments) is essential to the proper selection of sampling
locations. (See guidance’titled "Sampling Strategy to Support
HRS Scoring" for an elaboration of this topic.)

At this stage the investigator should do a cursory HRS scorin
of the site to identify where data are missing. ere key HRS
data are missing, the investigator should determine if all possibl,
sources of the information have been considered.. If data gaps
remain, these become the core of the SI work plan that is develope,
next This cursory scoring step is perhaps’the single most impor-
tant st.ep in the S prior to the field work. It dictates he :ocu
of the SI field activities. Refer to Exhibit i in Chapter i for
detail on the essential data elements. In addition to these,
some supplementary data will be needed to effectively plan
sampling activities.

PREPATION OF WORK PLAN, SAFETY PLANS, AND SPLING
PLANS

After all the necessary data has ben collected, work plans
sampling plans and safety plans must be /repared. The plans
document the procedures to be used, the resources needed and the
rationale for the tasks to be undertaken. Thee documents insure
tha all the necessary planning and review has been done before
the field work begins. They also provide a basis for later
interpreting the results of the Sl and documenting the procedures
and technical approach used for possible future enforcement action

a. Work Plans

The work plan is the umbrella plan that pulls all three
plans together. The work plan provides for the efficient
scheduling of resources such as manpower, equipment and laboratory
services. The work plan should include :he following:

Introduction. This section should briefly describe
the facility and the objectives of the SI. This
section provides a context for the information to
follow and offers a basis for evaluating he plan.

Investigation procedures. This section identifies
thespecific standard operating procedures (SOPs)
and field quality control procedures to be use:.
Usually these are simply identified in a check-off
list.
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Personnel requirements. This identifies all persons
needed to conduct the field activities including
support personnel and their specific responsibilities.

Equipment requirements. All safety and samplihg
equipment and supplies should be identified plus any

"other support or non-standard equipment and supplies.

Contractural services. Any contractual services needed
to accomplish the field work such as well installation.

Waste disposal procedures. All waste generated as
part of the site investigation activities, such as
disposable suits, gloves, sampling materials, must be
disposed of in an appropriate manner in accordance with
RCA regulations. (In many cases it may be possible
to get the owner/operator to agree to accept the
waste.)

Special training requirements. If any new equipment
or procedures are to be used then some in house
training may be needed.

2. Sample Plan

2(a). Contents of a Sample Plan

The sample plan is encorporated into the work plan and
identifies the sampling locations, rationale and logistics. The
following is a discussion of the standard contents of a sampling
plan. A sampling plan must be prepared for every site where
sampling is planned.

Field operation. The sampling plan discusses the
sequence for conducting the field activities. The
specific functions of each individual should be
identified in the sampling plan--who will take samples,
maintain the field log book, monitor the site for air
releases, etc.

Samplng locations and rationale. As precisely as
possible, the location of each sample must be identifi_dl
A site map should be prepared to guide the field
personnel to the appropriate loca6ions. The type (soil
sediment, water) and volume of sample to be collected
and the number of samples collected should be identified
(i.e. duplicates). A brief explanation for the selectio
of each sampling location should be provided.

Analytical requirements/sample handling. The sample
plan should discuss the specific parameters for which
each sample is to be analyzed--organics, metals, PCBs
etc. The preservation techniques and materials for





each sample should be identified. If sampling filterin
is needed, that should be specified in this section
with an explanation for its need. The type of cantaine
used for each sample episode should be descibed includi
the tools, supplies, and equipment needed to collect th
amples. Much of this can be addressed through refer-
ences to the appropriate field standard operating proce
dures. Any procedures not covered by SOP’s or differen
from the SOP’s should be delineated here.

Quality assurance samples. The number and type of
quality assurance samples should be identified in the
plan--specifically the number of blanks, duplicates, or
spikes. The guidelines for the type and number of
OA samples are discussed later in this section.

Sample decontamination. The sample decontamination
procedures should be identified here plus the reagents
and any special handling.

Sampling reports/documentation. The sampling plan
should describe all sampling forms that should be lille
out including chain-of-custody forms, sample receipt
forms, sample traffic reports, sample tags/custody seal

Sample delivery. The final disposition of all samples
collected should be identified including where samples
are to be delivered for analysis or sample shipment
and if splits are collected, to whom the splits should
be delivered.

3. Safety Plan

safety plan must be prepared for each field visit. All
safety plans should be prepared in accordance with appropriate
EPA’s Standard Operating Safety Guidelines (S0SG), March 19S4.
The safety plan is usually prepared last and is tailored to the
anticipated field tasks. Chapter 9 of the SOSG specifically
describes the contents of a safety plan. The following is a
brief outline of the contents of the safety plan as described in
Chapter 9. The individual who prepares the safety plan should
refer to this guidance for more details.

Describe known hazards and risks
List key personnel and alternates
Identify levels of protection to be worn
Identify work areas
Identify access control procedures
Describe site monitoring program
Identify special training requirements
Describe weather-related precautions
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3. MOBIZATION
Once the-work , sampling and safety plans have Deen reviewedand approved the next stage is to address all the logistics ofimplementing the work plans. This includes the following tasks:

" Procuremen/yeservation of equipment/supplies
All the equipment and supplies should De either procured orScheduled during the moDilization phase. This includes all safetyequipment and supplies and all the materials necessary to collectsamples plus any other equipment and supplies necessary to supportfield activities.

Procurement of contactor/suDcontractor support
In some cases equipment or services necessary to perform thesite work are not availaDle and must De procured. Accordingly,in this stage the work necessary to have availaDle the necessaryresources should De Performed.

" CalliDration/check_out of equipment

It is essential that all equipment to De used in the fieldDe checked out and calliDrated to insure their proper functioning.

Gaining site access

Prior to conducting the field work, the inspector mustcontact the owner/operator to schedule a time for the SI teamto enter the site and perform the necessary field activities.Although it is possiDle that there has been some contact withthe owner/operator about impending field work, the appropriateregional/state person should contact the owner/operator to verifydates and the nature of the field activities--sample collection,picture taking, facility inspection instrument monitoring.should ,De followed with a letter This=unrlrming the ate and the scopeand nature of the field activities. To perform a reconnaissanceor collect samples it may De necessary to contact other individuals--such as adjacent industries and residents. These parties tooshould receive verDal as well as written notification of the datesand nature of the work. Since it is Decoming more difficult togain access to sites to perform Sis it may De necessary to involveenforcement or general counsel to facilitate prompt access.
Section 104 (e) of CERCLA specifies that persons conductinginvestigations under CERCLA (this includes State personnelconducting PA/SI work under cooperative agreements) must providethe-wge/operator with an opportunity for splits of the samplescollecte. At the time arrangements are made for access, th
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owner/operator must De informed that they are entitled to splitsof the sample collected, if they are interested, and that theyshould provide the necessary sample Doutles. If the owner/operatordeclines the spl&ts, the investigator should try to oDtain thisin writing.

The ownr/gperator has the right to request confidentialtreatment of certain data for information that is consideredconfidential as prescribed in USC Title 18 The inspectorshould avoid agreeing to this to the greatest extent possiDlesince it poses a proDlem with use of the information in puDlicproceedings under CERCLA such as NPL listing. It also poses aDurden on the individual and organization to control the data.CERCLA section I04(e)(2) specifies that all data deemed confi-dential must De identified in writing Dy the owner/operator.The owner/operator should De instructed to identify all confidential data and explain the reason why the data is Dusinessconfidential in accordance with USC Title 18 Section 1905.
Undertake Community Coordination

If it will De necessary to conduct any field tasks in ornear residential or non-industrial Dusiness areas, then appropriatelocal officials should De contacted ahead of time. It is difficultto remain unoDtrusive while conducting Sis particularly if fieldworkers are wearing protective clothing. Moreover, the presenceof "official" looking people could cause undue alarm. In somecases, it will De difficult to prevent this Dut prior, wellhandled community c’)ntact can miminize the alarm. Each of theEPA regional offices has a staff specializing in community relationsto help field staff deal with the puDlic at hazardous waste siteinvesti@ations. These individuals can assist identifying appropriatelocal community contact for a particular area.

Procurement/reservation of analytical support

Arrangements should De made ahead of time with the laDora-tories to insure that the necessary capacity exists to performthe necessary analyses of samples within the maximum recommendedholding times. These arrangements will vary depending upon theparticular laDoratory used.

4. CONDUCT FIELD ACTIVITIES
At this stage of the inspection, the actual field work willDe conducted. As identified in Figure 3 it may De necessary toconduct an on-site reconnaissance prior to performing the samplecollection in order to determine the appropriate locations to
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sample. This will be necessary in situations where insufficientinformation exists about the site and its surrounding environmentto identify where to sample and how many samples to collect. If,during the PA, a reconnaisance at a relatively small site wasperformed.there may be sufficient information to perform the
field work including sample collection without having to undertak,
a reconnaisance of the site.

There are a host of different aspects associated with conducting the actual field work. This section will discuss the keyaspects of the field work.

Sequence of field activities

Almost all field work will follow the same sequence of
events. Frequently, the only element that varies is the timerequired to perform the event. The following is a list of tasksin sequential order.

(i) Site Arrival

During this step, the team arrives at the site, notifies theowner/operator of arrival and sets up the command post, access
control points, and decontamination lines.

(2) Initial Entry

The initial site entry is the second step of field activity.The primary purpose of the initial entry is to screen the facilityfor situations posing a threat to the health of the field team.A practical byproduct of che initial entry is to simplify thefield work by simplify the logistics of the field work by reducingthe number of tasks to be performed durin the sample collectionstage. An initial site entry is appropriate at all places wherethe field work is to be conducted on the site or in the immediatearea. During this stage, the site should be screened with instru-ments to determine if there are any vapor or radiation emissions,adequate oxygen, and exposive atmospheres.

At the end of this stage, the team leader should determinewhether there is a need to adjust the safety or sampling plansas a result of the findings of the initial entry.

In some cases, it may not be necessary to conduct an initialentry if the inspector has recently visited the facility, such asduring a P%, and the team leader is confident the site conditionshave not changed. Also, if all the field activity and samplecollection is off of the site, an initial screening may no benecessary unless there is some basis to think otherwise. Usuallyany contamination that may exist is at environmental level andnot at high concentration levels that one might expect on site.
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(3) Field Work/Sampling

During this stage of the field work the inspectors are:

collecting samples
.making visual observations
maintaining a field logbook
taking photographs, and
monitoring for vapor emissions

During the field activities, continuous minitoring for vapor
emissions is necessary to detect air release from sampling
activities.

(4) Decontamination/Demobilization

At this stage all persons and equipment exiting the site
are decontaminated. This occurs not only at the completion of
all field work but each time persons exit the site, including
rest breaks. In addition, all sample containers are decontami-
nated. All sample identification forms, rages, sample shipping
forms, chain-of-custody forms, sample receipt forms and sample
traffic forms are completed. All samples are packaged for safe
transport. If samples are to be shipped by express carriers to
the laboratory, then the samples are packaged in accordance with
Department of Transportation regulations for shipping of hazardou
materials. All clothing and support materials that will not be
reused must be containerized either for transport and eventual
disposal or to leave on the site.

(5) Site Exit

When the time comes to leave the site, the team leader
should check out with the owner/operator. If requested, the team
leader should provide the owner/operator with a receipt describin
the photographs taken. In addition, the team leader must deliver
a receipt describing the samples collected as required in Section
104(e)(1) of CERCLA. The inspector should obtain a written ackno
ledgement of the receipt of the samples. If the owner/operator
requested split of samples, then the samples would be left with
the owner/operator at this time.

Photography

Photographs should be taken to document the conditions of
the facility and procedures used in inspection activities.
sets of photographs are recommended in the event of camera or
processing failure.
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Exhibit 2 identifies the routine types of pictures that
should be taken during an SI.

Logbop Maintenance

A logbook must be maintained for all site inspections and
site reconnaissance. The logbook will serve as the basis for
preparing the final SI report, interpreting data, describing the
site and, most importantly, defending the work done and results
obtained in any future legal proceeding under RCRA or CERCLA.
Accordingly, logbook maintenance should be consistent with these
goals.

Exhibit 3 identifies the type of entries that should be
made in the logbook.

C. FINAL REPORT/FILES

After evaluating all the data generated from the PA and SI,
the investigator must prepare a report describing the findings,
results, conclusions and recommendations.

The report should describe the site, the relevant physical
features/characteristics that affect the potential for contaminan
to migrate, the potentially affected populations and conclusions
and recommendations. Integrated into the report are the response
to HRS data needs with the appropriate references. The basis for
any conclusion and recommendation in the report should be clearly
substantiated in the report. If follow up investigation is
required the relative priority of the action should be explained.
In addition, where further action is recommended, the report
should also describe the scope of further action especially for
sites that pose some threat but which do not qualify for CERCLA
remedial or removal funding. In the majority of these cases, the
sites will be referred to the State for follow up action.

The following is a recommended outline for an SI report.
It may not be necessary to discuss all the items identified in
the outline if the item is clearly irrelevant to the particular
site. For example, it may not be necessary to elaborate on the
surface water run off features if the site is directly dischargininto the ground water and not onto the surface.

Executive Summary

This section should summarize on no more than two pages, the
broad findings and recommendations.
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EXHIBIT 2 -Types of Photographic Documentatio:_-

Pictures representative of overall facility

Saapling locations and sampling activities

Posted signs identifying ownership of facility

Evidence of releases--lea=hate seeps, pools,
discolored water, or stressed vegetation

Individual units--lagoons, drums, landfills, etc.

Visual evidence of poor [acility management or unit
design

Adjacent land use

Area of easy access ’y unauChorize! persons

relevant features
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EXHIBIT 3 Type of Logbook Entries

All personnel on site during each stage of the site

work

"All instruments used during the field work with uniquie
identification numbers

Description of film, camera, special features used

Description of weather and changes in weather

Description of sample (appearance)

Description of location of sample (including depth)

Drawing of map(s) identifying site layout and sampling

points

Result of field measurements--distances, instrument

readings, well measurements, wind direction and veloci

Field calculations

Decontamination procedures used between collection of e

sample

Any deviations from SOPs

Factual description of struct,lres and features--wells
and well construction, units, containment structures,

buildings, roads, topographic and 9eomorphic features

Signs of contamination--oily discharges, discolored

surfaces, dead or stressed vegetation

Map of facility showing point and direction of

photographs

Any other relevant items

Sequence of picture number

Camera number(s)

Type of film

Person taking picture

Description of picture taken
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" Site ackgoud

This secti9"n should summarize, among othe hings, the
locatio of the facility, the types of hazaru uDstance handlingpractices (by individual uni: to the extent known), the layout ofthe facility (incl.lding a map), the history of the facility, ndthe site owner/operator history. Each of the unius (includingspills or other ill-defined areas h- azardous suDstances werecontained or disposed or released should De identified. In addi-tion the characteristics of the unit where waste was located sheuldDe described (i.e., presence of liners, drums or tanks, etc.)

Environmental Setting

This sue=ion should describe the media surrounding the
facility--the relevant climactic, geological, hydroeological,
and typographical featurgs. Maps, sketches and selected photograpishould De included or attache,]. Also included in this section isa discussion of he target populations and environments--includinguDlic n private water supply ground and surface wter intakes,
protected areas, ar;s, wetlands, and affected irrigated areas.

Waste Description

This section would discuss the types of each of the waste unitsfound t the facility and their relevant chacacteristics. The dis-cussion should focus on the :naracteristics ,f the wastes as theyaffect their tendency tD ,::.se reiea.es via the air, ground water,surface water, or direct contact routes.

" LaDoratory Results

This section would report ad discuss the results of old(Dut reliable) and new analytical results. The information inthis section should D.e correlated to a map identifyinj the saDlingpoints.

Conclusions and Recommendations

This section would present the find[ni: and conclusions.
Documented and suspected release should De discussed in this
section as well as findings that releases are soon or likelyto occur. Areas where insufficient data to determine whethera release has oc:l:r -.ci De discussed. Recommendationsno further action, further action under CECLA, or frtner action
Out not under CERCLA should De presented. Priority for further
CERCLA action should De discussed.
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o BiDliograpy&
This secti.on woull identify all sources of informatioin the evalua,i:on and @reparation of the SI report.

pendices

Any relevant memorandum, reports, selezted pages from reports,maps, records of communications, etc. that elaborate upon orSuDstantiate information in the Dody of the report would Deattached in this section. This section is very important. Thissection should contain all e ource documents that substantiatea particular piece of infDrnat[... needed in scoring the site.

A sito file containing all the information compiled and/ordevelo2ed during the SI; plus the work, samllng and safety plans;and ne final report and SI/HRS JDcumentation forms must Deconsolidat , :_..[,,| into file unique to thah g[te. This6ile will serve a th uachground for the Sl and will become par%of the documentation recorJ or the site should it De eventuallylisted on the NPL.
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APPI.:NI)T X

INFORMATION OIIRCE$ FOR PRF.tlMIN^RY A55E.$MF.N/SITI:. INSPEC1ONIIIRS 5CORING

JRCE

U.S. I)EPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
I. U.S. Geologic Survey (USG5)

Central and Regional Ollices

TYPE OF INFORMATION

Geologic Maps
0Ihopholo Maps
Topographic Maps (lalit,,d% In,q;ilu,h-, slope,
wetland de,’rtninalion, ,,,rl,tc,. dr,inale
Inigralion i),Hhway ide.tilic,ttion)

Arial Rulo

National Parks, Monu,nenl% Recrealion Areas
and Ilisloric %ires

Land Use and Land Cover r)ala
Technical GeoloRic/llydroReohlir Relx)rls

ply ta
lydrololic MappinK
Grner ic CenphysicM
Gauin lalio,l al,t

51earn Gae Ri,charle Rr(’or,ls

Flood Prone Area Maps

Ilislorical and {It-of-Pri.! Maps

NOTf_S

Full II.S. Coverage
Oilers 1-112’ and I$’ Mapsl 7-11Z’ Most
Valual)le.

llelul in determining sile boundaries, land use
calculalinK waste quantities an evaluating site
operahons bulh pasl and present.

Tend to be regionalized.

May be i,hll in determining site boundaries.
May he usehd in determining stream depths
and evahMlinR discontinuilies.
May be used Io identily potential welland
arras,

May hclp evahlate site operations as they
e=isled at Ihe time of operalion.
May I-Ip evaluate sile operalions as they
eisted ,11 the time o| operation.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
I. Soil Conservation Service ($C5)

Ollices located in every county
r)il urveys

)il Maps and Aliases (permeahilily, soil pII,
,Irl)lh to wdl’r hlhh’)

Generally describe only upper to 6 It. of soil.





I. INFORMATION 5O41RCES FOR PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENTISITE INSPECTIONIIIRS SCORING

SOURCE

U.. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICIJLTURE
(Continued)
2. Agricultural Stabilization and

Conservation Service (ASC%)
Olli,:e co-located with the SCS
offices

TYP’. OF INFORMATION

Crop Records

Irrilated

NOTES

between loodllorage crop irriKalion
wateri.g ol fur|.

U.S. I’)EPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
I. Fish and Wildlife Service National Wetlands I.venlory Maps

FedPrally F.n,l.mKere.I i)ecirs I’l.la
It(-cords and Fi,h Kill,

Ilal)ilal and Resource I.Iormalim

D. U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING
AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

Flood liis,Ira.,’e rat,. ,naps May identily potential wetland areas.

E. U.$. F)EPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
I. Bureau ol the Census

F. U.5. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS

Cnrrent FiKt.res and [-molr,lphics
Congressional [’)isIri.l Alla,i

Wetland I’)e Iorinina i,)ns

rkJmping Records
I’)ischare Ie,:ords

Aerial

Flood Prooe Area

Use 1980 census data.
llselul in determining population centers.

Usef,d in determinins site boundaries land use
calo|l.ilin[ waste q.antittes and eval.ating site
operalions both past and present.
Iay i,h’.lily potenlial wetland areas.





He

h INFORMATION SOURCES FOR PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT/SITE INSPECTION/IIRS .SCORING

SOORC__e

U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY
I. Regional Ollices

2. Environmental Photographic
Interpretation Center (EPIC)

TYPE OF INFORMATION

RCRA Permits and Applicatin.s
NPI)E5 Permits, Apldi,-.Hio.% leports, and
Nolices ol Violalio.

Air rmits, Applicatio.% and Reports
CERCLA Acli.lS
TSCA Recds
nIorcemenl .r ions
fiurlace Water and (;roundwat.r
Site
ite nr/ralnr Inlormli,m

mplin& nd Monitori.E

Previous Site Inspection Inlorm,ztion
Waste Generators and Tr,msl)ort,.rs
Waste Co.lain,nenl/Etent ol (:o.ta,nin,llion
Aerial PholoKr,ll)hy a,’.l h,IPrp,,’t.illo,)

NOTES

data meets relional QAIQC
req,liremenls.

ttPful in determining site boundaries, land
ue, cal,ulaling waste quantities and
ev,dualing site operations both pall and
present.

NATIONAL OCEANIC ANI ATMOSPHERIC
ArIMINISTRA rlON

Climatic data (I yr., 2q-hour r.,infall,
seasmal and annu.)l pr,’cipit,11io, and
ev,llua tion liKuta-s)

A ,ninimum of 10-year averages required for
asonal ligures.

STATE EPA OFFICES OR E%UIVALENTS
(Water Resources, Solid Waste
and Geology Fleparl,nents)

Permits Files

PrPvious %ile Inspection l.lorm,,lion

Federally permitted releases (i.e., NPIE5)
not eliKihle lot ItRS consideration.
V/asles Kr,ml-d slate permils maV still he
eliKible lot consideralio..

Containtnent o! waste.





I. INFORMATION 5OURCES FOR PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENTISITE INSPECTIONIHR. SCORING

SOURCE

STATE EPA OFFICES OR EOUIVALENT$
(Continued)

TYPE OF INFORMATION

Site Oner
Operator Inlnrmatinn
Water Supply Data
-nplinK aml Mo.ilnrinl Data
5lace laler a.d (;rou.dw.der
ell LoIs and )iI ori.K
Aq.iler i.hrmaiinn
Air and hd ,lle Files

NOTES

May diller from site owner.

st,re data ,neets QAIQC requirements.
list to detrrnine aquiler interconneclion.

STATE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPOI[TATION

COUNTY OFFICES
I. Assesr

Health eparhnent

$. Planning Commission/City Engineer

Zoning [:)epartment

State and Co.nty M,ql

Flat maps (distance tn nearest nil-site
huildinK, land me, diqam:e In .e.lre,,I

pop.lation figures, m..I)er of h.ildi.ls in
a 2-mile radii.)
Land Ownership

Facility Inspection Inlormatm.
Water Supply Data

Samplini and Monit.rinl lr)ala

Waste Generators a.d Translmrters
CmnplainlslPrmr RPle’,sPs
Permils
Sil+ Pl+ns

Liquid Waste [’)isch,rKe
La.,I IJse
Aerial Photos
Lat,d

May he necessary In cases where USGS maps
are outdated.

Permission to access site must be obtained
Irom the current land owner.

Also check il bottled water is being used due
to co,daminalion
I. sure data ,neets QAIQC requirements.

Ktay be useful in calculating the once-filled
capacity of lagoonslsurlace impo.ndnenls.





Ko

Le

h INFORMATION S,)IIRCES FOR PRELIMIN^RY ASSF.SSMENTISITE INSPECTIONIIIRS SORING

SOURCE

COUNTY OFFICES
(Continued). Road Commission

6. Agr|cultural Extension Olfice

LOCAL OFFICES
I. Fire l)eport0nent

Water and Sewer Depart,nent$

TYPE OF INFORMATION

Local Maps
Aerial Photos
Aerial Pholos
Land Use
Irrigata,d A(:reale

Fire Ilistory

Explosion
ConlinKency Plans
Complaints
Inspection r)ata

Localion ol ’wers ,rod Iuried Mai,s

Water Intake and Well Locali0:n l,la

NOTES

Flisti.K.ish between Ioodllorage crop irrigation
wal’ring of turf.

May us,r, to determine il site is a certified fire
and eplosion threat.

Check before drilling.

Electrical Utility Companies

Chamber of Commerce

Population Served Filures

Aquifer r).lta

Well r)epths
Location of Fluried Lines
Site Owtz,.rship
Local Indt,try Inlor0ualim

.%ire Owna.rship tlisla)ry
5it[" Acli,/ilie
C’nsllS FiKur,.s and I’)emoKral)hi(:s

Check before drilling.

Identily olher potential sources ol
conla,ni.alion.

Use 19S0 ce.sus data.





SOURCE

I. INFORMATION SOURCES FOR PRELIMINARY A55ESSMI:.NT}SITE IN.PECTIONIItRS .ORING

LOCAL OFFICES
(continued). Citizens/Neighbors/

Former Co,npany Employee

Company Records and Site Officials

7. Newspapers

$. TruckinK and Itaulin& Companies

9. Well [illers

10. Consultants

TYPE OF INFORMATION

Site Activities and Ilistory

Waste Quantity Estimates
Site Accessibility
Site OwmrlOper,lor I.Iormalion
Site Fires or Eplomns
Complaints or
UClim ecords
Waste Ty and Quantity
Generator

Ownerlalor Inlormalinn
Site Acesihilily
Wale Conlammenl ala
Spill ecords
Permits
Waste lorage and ispos.l rlh
Sile Ilisly
Complai.ls
Generalor and Transporlr ala
asle Ty and Quanlily

ell Localis
Well Logs and il ring ala

aler Table a.d Aquiler
Water pply
Permeabilily Figures
Jrl.ce Water a,d Grm.ulwat,r Reports

EIlent ol Conlaeninalion
Special
5,.npling

NOTES

I sure those interviewed are reliable sources.

Check sources

’ Re sure those interviewed are reliable sources.

Re sure conclusions drawn are based on sound
prolessional jud&ements belore using.

13e sure data neets QAIQC require0nents.





I. INFORMATION SOIIRCES FOR PRELIMINARY A.SESSMr’.NT/51TE INSPECTIONIIIRS .SCORING

SOURCE

LOCAL OFFICES
(continued)
I. Airports

12. tJniversities

CLIMATIC DATA REFERENCES
I. Climatic Atlas ol the United Stales.

U.S. rleparlmenl of Commerce,
National Climatic Center,
Asheville, North Carolina, 1979
Rainfall Freq.ency Atlas ol
the United States, Technical
Paper No. q0, lhS. Deparlmenl o!
Commerce I)oSo Government Prinlin[
Ollice, Washi.ston, D.C. 196)

TYP OF INFORMAl"ION

Climatic Data (l-year, 2q-ho.r rainlall,
seasonal and annual precipilalion
evaporalion liKures)
5urlace Water and Groundwater
),nplin and Monilmi.g

Climalic ala (l-y,’.r, -hn,lr

sea.hal and nilill;ll pfl’, ipi l,ll il ,In(l

evapor.Hio, fil,,res)
5u:ial Studi

Annual Precipit,Him)

l-year. 2,-hour Rarer.all Map.

NOTES

le sure data meets QAIQC require,ne.ts.

TOXICOLOGY ANrt HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE
REFERENCES
I. Chemical Ita.ard Response

Inlormation ..Syslu,n

2. Hamilton and Hardy, k(lustrial
Toxicolo.y

). Sax, Ianrerqus Proper!ies ol
Industrial Material.._._s, llh, Sth or
6th Editi,ms

Incnmpalihility, Phy,ical
Fl,n.r.;it,ilily ,Ind ll,’,lllh

Tuxictty





I. INFORMATION SOIIRCES FOR PRELIMINARY A$SESSMENT/51TI:. IN.PECTIONIIIRS

SO[IRCE TYPE OF INFORMATION

TOXICOLOGY AND HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE
REFEIENCES (Continued). Patty Industrial Hyliene and

TolicoloKy. ACGTII Threshold Limit Values
lot Chemical Substances and
Rysical AKents in the /ork
E,,viron,nent 198-|6

Miedl, Hazardous Materials Handbook
Ilauley, Condensed Chemical Dictionary,
The Merck I,tdel
CItC Iia,tdhook of Chemislry and Physics
NI:PA llazIrdous Malerials Manual
]IIS Assoc.iate% MelhodoloKy for Ralinl
the llazard Polenlial o| Waste Disposal
Sites

12. Ilazardous Waste Manalemen La
Rrlulations. and Guidelines Ior
the llandlinl ol Hazardous Waste!
Calilm’ia Iepartment ol He,lth,
Sacramento, Calilornia
February 177

7.
|.

9.
10.
II.

Physical %late. CA5 ntimbrs
yical lale
Tnicity Inil.thility and e. tivily
Persisteme

Incompa it)ill y

NOTES
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II. INFORMATION 5OIJRCE$ FOR PIIELIMINAR AS.E.$MENTI$1TE INSPECTION IIR$ .’:ORIN

TYPE OF INFORMATION

A. SITE IIISTORY

.rRIRCE

Company Records a.d Silt
Former Company Employees
Cilize.s or Neighhor

Nspapers
tl%tJ5 TopoGraphic Maps
.hle or Co,Hily Ro,ul Iommi,,ions

Co,,nly Assessor’
Ililily Co,npa.ies

51.)It EPA Ollice or Equivalent

Chamber ol Commerce

NOTES

The type of informal,on supplied by company
records aml site officials ,nay vary Greatly
fro,,, Ihat supplied by Iormer e,nployees.
,:ill,cos or neighbors, list lacl% n-t hearsay.

Supply latitude and longitude data.
May ,.Ipply more current area ,naps than the
IIS(;S Iopographic maps.
1,1y el’veal the cul’renl site owner, if in qtslin..
May reveal the current site owr, if i. question.

G urce ol inlormati current site

careful Io cck inlo olher ssible contmi-
nalim urces.

B. WASTE TYPE5 AND CHARACTERISTICS Company Rerords and 5ire OIlicial
Former Company Employees
Cilize.s or Neilhbors

Previous Site Inspection D.Ha IISEPA,
Slate EPA or equivalenl, (:tmsulta,l%
or Ileallh [eparllnenl

The IollowinK are Toxicology and II.I;,Irdous
lhslatt(:e Relerenc.e:

The type ol inlomation supplied by co,npany
records and site officials ,nay vary Greatly
Irom that supplied by Iormer employees,
citize.% or neighbors. Use |acls, not hearsay.

Chemical Ilazard Response Inhrmali,)n

lla,.illon and Ilardy, I.dutrial ToxicoloKy

%ax, Pl.’i.cProtis Prowrlip of l,,<hislri.|l

M.ilPri.ds

I||compalibility, physical state, Ilammabilityt
and health hazards.

Toi,:oloKy

Toxicity





Ih INFORMATION SOURCES FOR PRELIMINARY A.!SESSMENT/SITE INSPECTION IIRS SCORING

TYPE OF INFORMATION

ft. WASTE TYPES AND CHARACTEXISTICS
(Continued)

$.

I0.

It.

12.

SOIIRCE

Patty, industrial tl),K!ene and Toxicology ToxicoloKy

ACGTII, Threshold Lilnit Val.es lot Che,nilal TLV’s
.lb,tances and Physiral Alents in the
Work Environment, 198-6

Miedl, Ilazardous Materi,zh Ilandhook

Hauley, Cond.-.sed Chemical Didionar),

The Merck Inde

CRC Handbook ol Chemislr and Phi,sits

NFPA ILzardous Materials Man.al

Associates, Metl.oloKy lot RatinE the
Ilazard Potential ol

Hazardous Waste Manaenent Law ReK.latinns
and C,lidelines Ior Ihe II,m,llinl ol ll,lzardo.s
W,lle| C.ihlornia Del),irlllielll i1 Ile,llth,
Sacramenlo, C,ililor.i.l, l:Pbril..y II.

NOTES

rJmscrihes processes and generic na,nes.

Physical State.

To.icily, ignitabllity, and reactivity.

Persislence

Incmnpalibility

C. WASTE QUANTITY Company Records and 5ire Ollicial

Forner Company Employee
Citi.e.s and Neighlrs
10|(C) CERCLA Nolilicalhm Form

PrPvioils Site Inspedi,n Data
Slate EPA or Eq.i.alent, Cons|It,mt%

or IP.|llh

(.;eo|er.llors and Tl.lnsl)orla.r,

Fir sure that waste quantily estimales are
hased upon lads Iro,n reliable sources.

Fie careful of reliabililyl Forms are compleled
hy Pr P’s.
I.mk lot/cl.al counls m measurements made
n-sile.





TYPE OF INFORMATION

D. AQUIFER INFORMATION

II. INFORMATION .rd)IIRCES FOR PRELIMINAR Y ASM’.SSMI:.NTISITI:. INSPECTION IIRS .r.ORING

SOURCE

LI%GS

5oiI Conservation, rervice
W,sler and .r.wer
’P/ell illers/ell

IEP
$l,lle EPA or Equiv.zlents

l.Hth partm,.nl

onsul

NOTES

llydrnleoloKi reports available but tend to be
reKionalized.

Provides ulul data on public siippty ’ystems.
ay provi,te a useful uide in determi.ing depth
to aquifers.

Provi,h’s u$,’lul data on private ,ater supply

E. GROUNDWATER SUPPLY r)ATA

State EPA or EquivaG..t
lie,lilts I’p,ir Itnenl

Agricultural Ell’nsi,,n Ofli,’e
Cilil,,ill,mls

May be used to identily private wells in an area
Ketlerally served by public water supply systems.
Provides u,,htl data o. public supply systems,
i.cluding service area und4ries.
1980 ce.sus lies ,nay ulul in
delerminin[ pulati served hy water supply
wells.

Good source of information on private water
supply wells. Generally aware of currenl
Krmm(I-wat,’r usale i. the site vici,,ity.
Provi,h. dat.s on irriKtion wells.





TYPE OF INFORMATION

F. SURFACE WATER DATA

II. INFORMATION SOIIRCE$ FOR PRELIMINARY ASE;SMENTISITE INSPECTION IIRS SCORING

SOIIRCE

USGS Topographic Maps

I.GS Reports
iJSEPA Public Water S,tpply Divisinn

Fish and Wildlile 5ervic.e

ltlreau ol the Cens,ls

Nearby Residents and Citilen,

Chamber ol Commerre
Wal..r and .Sewer Iel),lrtlne.t.,

A,ricultleal EIPnsi Olllre

(mnyan Olh,ial

Esslllanls

Use to identily the sm’|ace water migration
pathway.
Tend to be regionallzed.
Provide data on ptobltc drlnking supply system
i.take Iocalions and populations served.
May be helplul in deternining surlace water

I?10 Census figures ,nay be uselul in
determining populations served by surface
w-ter retakes.
I,elul mrces ol inlormalion on sur|ae water

Provide useful infomalion on public supply
systems, including service area botmdaries.
Provides dala on irriEalion intakes.
May identily private industrial use wells.
Note il wells are al..o used to supply
dinki.g water Io plant workers.

G. CLIMATIC DATA National Oceanic a.d At.m,qdric
Admi.islration

Airports

Universities

Climatic Atlas ol the lJnilPd 5hltes,
11.%. l’N’parttnenl nl Cn0n,ner,,., National
Climatic Cenli-r, Ashevill% Norlh Carolina.
1919

Provide asonal as well as annual climatic
data.
Pruvide seasonal as well as annual climatic
data.
Provide seasonal as well as annual climatic
data.
A,mual precipitation and evaporation maps.





TYPE OF INFORMATION

G. CLIMATIC DATA
(Conti.ed)

H. DEMOGRAPHICS

I. PERMEABILITY OF TItE
UNSA rURATED ZONE

3. PERMITS

Pal;,. 1

II. INFORMATION SOIIRCES FOR PRF.LIMINAR Y AS%ESSMENTISITE INSI.CTION IIRS ,CORING

OIJRCE

Rainlall Freqnrnry AII, of Ihi. IJnil,-d

Technical Pal,-r No. 0, I|.%. IIPparl,,lenl ol
Commerre, 1.1.%. Gov,’rmm.nl I’rmlmK
WashinKIon rL(:. 19(,!

NOTES

I-Year, 2’,-hour rainlall map.

County Assessor’s Olli,:e

Soil Conservation

Well lillerslW,.ll
Consultants

IIG
Agriulhwal Elension Ollie
Slate EPA or .(Itllv,lh’lll

ISEPA OI lices

Company Re,-.r(Is and %lip Olli,:i.sls

Local Air AK,’,,

Crnsns data and demographics provided.

Provide land use data.

Ilouse counts ,nay be used Io determine total
poptllations. Also allow tneas.remenls lot
dila.ce to nearest oil-site building.
PI.H maps may be ,sel,i in cal,’daling
populations a.d distances.

Generally describe only the upper $ to 6 It.
of soih
Provide well logs for all registered wells.
May povide site-$pecilic data obtained through
on-site permeability testing.
Provide well logs lot all registered wells.

Provides well logs Ior all registered wells.

Look for RCRA NPIES, T$CA, and FIFRA
pea,nits. Note permit numbers iss.e and
expiration dales.
I.ook for special state waste disposal permils.
What may be considered oonJazardn,is on slale
permils ,nay he eligible for consideration
I,,,der CERCLA.





TYPE OF INFORMATION

K. SITE ACCESSIBILITY

L. WASTE CONTAINMENT

II. INFORMATION SOURCES FOR PRELIMINARY ASSI’SSMENTISITE INSPECTION IIRS SCORING

SITE AND INTERVENING TERRAIN
SLOPE5

N. WETLANDS

SOURC______E

Previous iile Ins..-ction Flata IISEPA
Offices, State EPA Or I:.,luivalent
Consultants, or lleallh partment.

Site OI liciah
Ciliens or iRhbors

PlanninK CoJmnissionlCily Eul’,meer

NOTES

Lonk hr site plans on lile with city
enlineer.

Oo

IJ(;5 TolmKraphic Maps
Company Record
Previous 5tie Inspection Iata 115EPA
Ollices, 51,11P EPA or Equivalrnl,
Cmlultanll, or Ileallh p,rlment.

Calculation possible from contour lines.
Lonk Ior lacilily plan sheels.

US(;S TopoKraphic Maps
U.%. Fish and Wtldlile .’rvice
Army Corps ol EnKiueers

FEDERAL SPECIES DATA I1.,. Fish and V/ihtlile %rvi:e
(Critical habilals)





TYPE OF INFORMATION

P. LAND USE DATA

II. INFORMATION 5OIII41 I. FOR PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT/SITE INSPECTION IIRS SCORING

SOI.IRCE

IGS
County Assessor
Agricultural Extension Oilier
Planning CommissinslC it

Zoning IparhnelH

Chamber ol Commerce

NOTES

Provide irrigation data.

Pal,.,. 7

Q. FLOOD PLAIN DATA

R. SAMPLING AND MONITORING DATA

S. FIELD MEASUREMENT DATA

II.S. Deparl,n.nt of tlm,inK a.d Ilrh,m

Ievelopmenl
Local Insurance Companie
I%G5
Amv Corps ol Engineer

IISEPA OI lices
Cnnsultanls
Slale EIA or E(luivale.ls
ISGS
Heallh I’parh.en

Local Air Agencies
IJniversilies
Company Records and 5lie OII.-ials

Previous Site In,pecti,)ns I%I!PA,
Slate EPA or Equiv,tl,..t%
or llrallh rlep,irl...l

Flood insurance tale naps indicate 100 and 200-
year Ih)od plains.
tlave Ilood insurance rate maps on-hand.

Generally only provides data on drinking water
wells.





II. INFORMATION IOIRCES FOR PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT/SITE INSPECTION tlRS .C.ORING

TYPE OF INFORMATION

T. PAST RESPONSE ACTIVITIES

SOIIRCE

IJSEPA
State EPA or Equivalenl-,
Consultanl
Ileallh Departmenl
Company Itecords and Silt Olli-ial

NewsPalmrs
N’iKhbors and itirns

U. PAST ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITIES tISEPA Relional Olhce
State EPA or Equiv=llenCs
le,tltl| r)ep,ir hnent

NOTES

V. FIRE AND EXPLOSION CONDITIONS Fire Reparttnent (State and Loctl Fire Marshall)
Citizens and bk’ilhb)r$

WORKER AND NEARBY
POPULATION ESTIMATES

X. IRRIGATION DATA

tlospitals

tlninn Halls

Citizens and Nei,hhors
Ilealth reparh,ten
ISEPA Olfices

St,lie EPA or Equivalent

Provides direcl contact/incident data.

Records ol cotnplaints on lacility practices
available,





UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENI’AL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHING rCN. D C, 20460

MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT

FROM

Additional Interim Guidance for
Deci on

a.
Assistant Administrator

FY’87 Records of

TO Director, Waste Management Division
Regions I, IV, V, VII, and VIII

Director, Air and Waste Management Division
Region II

Director, Hazardous Waste Management Division
Regions III and VI

Director, Toxics and Waste Management Division
Region IX

Director, Hazardous Waste Division
Region X

There ace a large number of Records of Decision (RODs)
to be signed by the Regions in the near term. This interimguidance memorandum is meant to assist you with making and
documenting these decisions.

Records of Decision in FY’87 are governed by the current
National Contingency Plan (NCP) promulgated November 20, 1985
and the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization ct of 1986 (SARA).
This memorandum supplements the "Interim Guidance on Superfund
Selection of Remedy" issued December 24, 1986 which was an
early effort to explain how SARA modifies the processes and
procedures established in the NCP. Pending revisions to the
NCP and the guidances on "Remedial Investigations (RI),"
"Feasibility Studies (FS)," and "Preparation of Decision
Documents (ROD Guidance)" planned for next fiscal year, Regions
should follow this and the previous guidance memorandum to the
extent practicable.

In brief, the remedy selection process consists of the
collection of data on site and waste characteristics and the
analysis of alternative approaches for remediating identified
problems. The results of the analysis are then assembled to
assist decisionmakers in determining what remedy is most
appropriate for a given site. The remedy selection occurs in
two steps: first, a proposed plan is issued with the RI/FS for
public comment; based upon consideration of the comments and any
new information received, the Agency then makes a final remedy
selection which is explained in a Record of Decision.
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In both the Proposed Plan and Record of Decision it is
importan to dscuss and compare the alternatives in terms
of specific evaluation criteria. Attachment #i lists some of
the most important criteria that should be considered in this
analysis. As indicated, many of the criteria are specificallymandated by SARA: others derive from the current NCP and existingRI/FS and ROD guidances. Suggested component measures of each
criteria are listed, although different measures ay be moreor less appropriate for an individual site.

The evaluation criteria will also be referenced in explainingthe rationale for selecting the chosen alternative in the Recordof Decision. The RODs must also make four statutory findingsabout the selected remedy:

That the remedy is protective of human health and the
environment;

That the #emedy attains the legally applicable or
relevant and appropriate requirements of other Federal
and State public health or environmental laws, or
provides the grounds for invoking one of the six waivers
provided for in SARA;

3. That the remedy is cost-effective; and

That the remedy utilizes permanent
treatment technologies or resource
to the maximum extent practicable.

solutions and alternative
recovery technol6gies

Additionally, the ROD should explain whether or not the remedy
satisfies the statutory preference for remedies which employ
treatment which permanently and significantly reduces the
toxicity, mobility or volume of hazardous substances as their
principal element. To promote consistency in how this documentationis organized, Attachment #2 provides an outline of the various
components of ROD and their kuggested sequence. A more detailed
version of this proposed outline will be presented in the
aforementioned ROD Guidance due out this fall.

It is hoped that this guidance will help you focus on the
considerations which are most significant for the preparation of
RODs this fiscal year. Recognizing "’at some projects are near
completion, you will need to determine the extent to which
these considerations can be incorporated into decision documents
not yet signed on a case by case basis. Some key remedy selection
issues are still under discussion and will be resolved through
the process of finalizing proposed revisions to the NCP.

Attachments
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CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING ALTErnATIVES

Listed below are the key criteria which should be considere.
in evaluating and comparing alternatives. Those criteria which
relate directly to the factors SARA 121(b)(1)(A G) mandates
the Agency to assess are marked. A key listing the associated
statutory factors is provided. Records of Decision must addressthese statutory factors; this can be accomplished by referencingor footnoting the factors in summarizing the analysis of alter-
natives against the nine criteria below.

1. Compliance with ARARs

Alternatives should be assessed as to whether they attain
legally applicable or relevant and appropriate requirements
of other Federal and State environmental and public healthlaws, including, as appropriate:

Contami6ant-specific ARARs (e.g., MCLs, NAAQs)B

Location-specific ARARs (e.g., restrictions on
actions at historic preservation sites)B

Action-specific ARARs (e.g., RCRA requirements
for incineration and closure)B

SARA provides six waivers for situations where not all
ARARs can be met in 121(d)(4). Use of waivers must be
justified in the ROD.

2. Reduction of Toxicity, Mobility or Volume

The degree to which alternatives employ treatment that
reduces toxicity, mobility, or volume should be assessed.
Factors that might be relevant include:

The treatment processes the remedies employ and
materials they will treat;

The amount of hazardous materials that will be
destroyed or treated;

The degree of expected reduction in toxicity, mobility
or volume; B

The degree to which the treatment is irreversible;

The residuals that will remain following treatment,
considering the persistence, toxicity, mobility, and
propensity to bioaccumulate of such hazardous substances
and their constituents. C
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3. SrtTerm ffectiveness

The short-term effectiveness of alternatives should be
assessed considering appropriate factors among the following:

Magnitude of reduction of existing risks

Short-term risks that might be posed to the community,
workers, or the environment during implementation
of an alternative including potential threats to human
health and the environment associated with excavation,
transportation, and redisposal or containmentD,G

Time until full protection is achieved.

4. Long-term Effectiveness and Permanence

Alternatives should be assessed for the long-term effectiveness
and permanence they afford along with the degree of certaintythat the remedy will prove successful. Factors which might be
considered are:

Magnitude of residual risks in terms of amounts
and concentrations of waste remaining following
implementation of a remedial action, considering
the persistence, toxicity, mobility, and propensity
to bioaccumulate of such hazardous substances and
their constituents:A,B,C,G

Type an degree of long-term management required.
including monitoring and operation and maintenance;A,B,G

Potential for exposure of human and environmental
receptors to remaining waste considering the potential
threat to human health and the environment associated
with excavation, transportation, redisposal, or contain-ment;D,G

Long-term reliability of the engineering and
institutional controls, including uncertainties
associated with land disposal of untreated wastes
and residuals:A,B,F,G

Potential need for replacement of the remedy.F

5. Implementability

The ease or difficulty of implementing the alternatives
can be assessed by considering the following types of
factors:
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" Degree of uifficulty associated with constructing thetecnnology:

Expected operational reliability of the technologies:
Need to coordinate with and obtain necessary approvalsand permits (e.g., NPDES, Dredge and Fill Permitsfor off-site actions) from other offices and agencies:

Availability of necessary equipment and specialists;

Available capacity and location of needed treatment,storage, and disposal servicee.

Need to respond to other sites (104 actions o61y).

Cost

%e types of costs that should be assessed include the following:
Capital costs:

Operation and maintenance costs:E
Costs of five year reviews, where required;

Net present value of captial and O & M costs:E
Potential future remedial action costs. F

7. Communit Acceptance

Clearly, a full assessment of community attitudes towardthe alternatives cannot be made until the formal public
comment period on the proposed plan and RI/FS has beenheld. Earlier readings of community acceptance of andpreferences among the alternatives will depend on thedegree and type of community involvement in a projectduring the RI/FS process. This assessment should look at:

Components of the alternatives that the community
supports;

Features of the alternatives about which the communityhas reservations;

Elements of the alternatives which the community stronglyopposes.
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8. State Acceptance

States are joint risk managers with EPA in the Superfundprocess, often taking the lead for remedial investigationsand feasibility studi4s, sharing costs of the remedialactions, and paying for the operation and maintenance ofthe remedies. Because of close interaction throughout
remedial proects, it may not be necessary to addressState concerns with proposed alternatives as a specific
evaluation criterion when comparing alternatives. In somecases, however, it may be appropriate to consider incorporatingsuch concerns into the evaluation with regard to

Components of the alternatives the State supports;

Features of the alternatives about which the Statehas reservations;

Elements of the alternatives under consideration
that the State strongly opposes.

Overall Protection of Human Health and th Environmen

Following the analysis of remedial options against individual
evaluation criteria, the alternatives should be assessedfrom the standpoint of whether they provide adequate protectionof human health and the environment considering the multiplecriteria.
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MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT:

FROM:

Inte;im Guidan on Superfund Selection ot Remedy

J. l,nS’on" Port:dr
Assistant Administrator

TO: Regional Administrators, Regions I X
Regional Counsel, Regions I X
Director, Waste Management Division
Regions I, IV, V, VII, and VIII
Director, Emergency and Remedial Response Division
Region II
Director, Hazardous Waste Management Division
Regions III and VI
Director, Toxics and Waste Mana;ement Division
Region IX
Director, Hazardous Waste Division
Region X
Environmental Services Division Directors
Regions I, VI, and VII

Introduction

Section 121 oF the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorizaion
Act (SARA) addresses the cleanup standards for Superund remecal
actions. While the new statute retains the basic components
the existing Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study (RI/FS)
and Record oF Decision (ROD) process, the S121 provisions
some new requirements and special emphasis to certain issues.
This guidance is intended to aid Regions in selecting
actions pending the Agency’s upcoming revision ot the National
Contingency Plan (NCP).

This guidance memorandum builds on the transition guidance
issued October 24, 1986 (’Implementation Strategy or Reauthorze
Superund: Short Tem Priorities For Action," OSWCR Di=eclve
9200.3-02) and elaborates on the guidance related to implementation
oF selection oF remedy requirements outlined at the Superun
Implementation Meeting oF Novemoer 19 20, 1986.
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This is one of several interim guidances ve pllr to issue
on some of the more difficult cleanup standards issues. The

Selection of Remedy Workgroup, which has been meeting since

July and includes representatives from Regions and States n
addition to a wide variety of Headquarters offices, is currently
engaged in drafting language for the NCP regulation and preamble.
A number of issues related to applicable or relevant and appropriate
Federal and State requirements, coat-effectiveness, and challenges
associated with an increased use of treatment will be addressed.

In addition to this and subsequent interim guidances, we
will attempt to meet short-term Regional implementation needs

by making Headouarters staff available, upon your request, to
assist your staffs as they modify their RI/FS workplans for
ongoing projects in January and February, 1987. In preparation
for these project review sessions, Regions in conjunction with
State-lead Agencies, should begin to examine ongoing projects
and draft a list of potential changes that will be required co
satisfy Sl21 of SARA. Regional staf should use this guzdance
and the transition guidance as the basis for proposed workplan
revisions.

As soon as possible, Regions should notify potentialzy
responsible parties (PRPs) conducting RI/?Ss of the new SAI

rovisions and discuss with them any necessarf moazficaons
of heir workplans.

We will continue to delegate remedy selection authority to
Regions. In support of this effort over the longer term we
will be revising the RI/FS Guidance and ROD Guidance and holding
related workshops in the Spring of 1987. Also, Headquarters
will he available to assist Regions with final FS revisions ant

ROD preparation throughout the fiscal year.

Overview of the Process

Under SARA, the remedial rocess retains its maor analyica+/-
components: remedial inv [RI) in which aata apo

site and waste characteristlcs, tnelr hazards, ana routes of
exposure are collected and analyzed, and in which data about

treatability of wastes and performance of treatment processes is

assembled as necessary: end a feasibility stud {E$) in which a
number of potential remedial alternatives are developed and
screened, and the most promising subset of alternatives is
evaluated against a range of factors and compared against one
another. This process culminates in the selection o: a remedy.

Figure I suggests that the RI may need to be conducted n
at least two phases, while the FS will retain the three phases
described in the current NCP. The RI/S has been evolving into
a more interactive process: as the FSprogresses, more sophis-
ticated data are reuired to assess the feasibility of an
alternative. In addition to a literature survey, more site
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data nd/or bench- or pilot-scale testing of treatment

technology may be needed. Likewise, the RI has become a phase
process herein the data quality objectives (D(Os] ave tailorea

to the need for additional site, waste, and treatment performan

information.

While the basic framework remains intact, SARA aoes add

some new features and emphasis. The most significant emphasis

is on risk re3uction through destruction or detoxification of

hazrdous waste by employlng treatment technologies which

reduce toxicity, mobility or volume rather than protection
thieved through prevention of exposure. SARA clls or the

Agency to prefer remedies that use treamment to permanently
and significantlyreduce the toxicity, mobility, or volume

of wast,s over remedies that do not use such treamment. In
addition, SARA requires that the Agency select a remedy that

utilizes permanent solutions and alternative treatment technol-

ogies, or resource recovery technologies, to the maximum extn=

practicable.

It should be noted that volume reduction should be considered
distinctly from reducing toxicity rid/or mobility: some treatment

processes will increse the volume of contaminated material

while effectively reducing toxicity or mobility, wheres other

processes may reduce volume and consequently increse the

concentration of constituents which increses the toxicity

nd/or mobility o the contaminants.

Another significant chnge is the codification of the

CERCLA Compliance olicy. Pirst publisneO as an appenuix to

the preamble of the current National Contingency lan (50 PR
47946, Wednesdy, November 20 1985), this policy required

that Superfund remedil actions atain the pplicable or

relevant and appropriate requirements [ARARs) of other ederal

environmental statutes. Purthermore, Section 300.8 o the

NC specifically refers to ARARs in egard to h development

of alternatives. SARA incorporates this requirement into

statutory law while adding the provision that remedial actions

Iso attain State requirements more stringent than Federal

requirements i they are also applicable or relevant an
appropriate.

Also Integrl to the remedy selection process is SARA’
incorporation, with some modifications, of the Superfund program’s
existing Stae involvement and community relations rocsses.
The new statute basically fo’malizes practices Ehe Agency has

pursued and highlights the importance of early, constant, an
responsive relations with both the States and communities
affected by Superfund sites.

A discussion of how SARA affects each particula phase of

the remedy selection process follows.
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In this phase, a workplan for the R and th FS is prepare:

to undertake the studies. Existing data about the site from

previous investigations, including Preliminary Assessment

Site Investigation data collected for the National Priorities

Listing, are assembled and evaluated. Initial project boundaries

ere identified, and a preliminary decision made on whether the

entire site will be evaluated and remedied as a single unit or

subdivided into two or more operable units.

Most significant in this phase is the preliminary identi-

fication of applicable or relevant and appropriate requirements

that alternatives will need to attain. At this early stage in

the process, Regions and States should begin Identifying potential

health-based requirements related to determining initial action

levels, requirements which restrict activities that can be

undertaken at different locations, (such as floodplains, wetlands,

and historic sites), end on whether the requirements might be

set at the completion of each operable unit or the total site

remedy. Also, States should begin to identify and. notify Regions

of State requirements that may be DotentiallY applicable or

relevant and appropriate to the site.

Initial data quality objectives (DQOs) should also be

established to ensure that environmental, health effects

treatability data will De of adequate quality and appropriate

for their intended uses.

Site Characterization (Rl Phase

This phase focuses on defining the nature and extent

of contamination through field sampling and laboratory analyss

to determine initial cleanup goals and to characterize waste

types, mixtures, volume, the media in which they occur, concen-

tration ranges snd profiles, and interface zones between meaia.

An analysis is conducted to characterize and assess riss,

routes of exposure, fate and transport of contaminants, and

likely human and environmental receptors, bOOs should be

evaluated o identify data use, type, quality, and quantity.

bOOs should be refined to ensure that forseeable needs

environmental, health effects, and treatability data will be

met. At the completion of this stage, Regions should sup@ly

the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry with the_

data and analytical results.
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Development of Alternatives (FS Phase 1)

This stage may begin concurrently with or sllghtly behind
the RI and consists of three major steps: identifying potwntzal

treatment technologies and their associated containment or
disposal requirements; prescreening of technologies for suitability
as part of alternatives, and assembling technology and/or
disposal combinations into alternatives.

Treatment alternatives should be developed ranging from
an alternative that, to the degree possible, would eliminate
the need for Iong-tem management (including monitoring) at

the site to alternatives involving treatment that would
reduce.toxicity, mobility, or volume as their rincipal element.
Although alternatives may involve different technologies (which

will most often address toxicity and mobility) for different
types of waste, they will vary mainly in the degree to which
they rely on long-term management of treatment residuals or
low-concentrated wastes.

In addition to the range of treatment alternatives, a
containment option involving little or no treatment and a
no action alternative should also be developed.

lnitial Screening (FS Phase 11)

The purpose of the screening step is to reduce the numb=r

of alternatives for further analysis while preserving a range
of options. Consultation between the Agency and the State is
very important at this stage. This screening is accomplished
by considering the alternatives against effectiveness, implement
a:ility and cost factors. Cost is an iaportant factor when

comparing alternatives which provide similar results (i.e.,
cost may be used to discriminate among treatment alternatives,
but got between treatment and nontreatment alternatives).

In some situations the above factors could occasionally
result in elimination of alternatives which involve treatmen
of the source as the principal element [e.g., large, complex
sites such as municipal landfiJls). Typically, ground water
ctions will be necessary at such sites to achieve adequate
protection. The ROD must explain the rationale for eliminating
source treatment options at this point in the process.

Innovative technologies should be carried through th=
screen if there is reasonaDle belief that they offer otental
for better treatment performance or Imlementabillty, few or
lesser adverse impacts than other available approaches, or
lower costs than demonstrated technologies.
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Post Screenin Field Investiqation (RI Phase

This phase of the RI should focus on collecting data

sufficient to make a well-substantiated remedy selection

decision. After a literature survey is conducted to identiy
existing treatment data, treatability tests at the bench- and

sometimes pilot-scale may be necessary to test a particular
technology on actual site waste. dditional field ata may
he collected as needed to urther assess alternatives.

Detailed Analysis (FS Phase Ill)

The alternatives passing through the initial screen
should be analyzed in further detail against a range of factors
and compared against one another.

The effectiveness of the alternatives shoul be assessed,

taking into account whether or not an alternative adequately
protects human health and the environment and attains Federal
and State ARARs, whether or not it significantly and permanently
reduces the toxicity, mobility, or volume of hazardous constituents,

and whether or not it is technically reliable,

Alternatives should be evaluated against implementability
factors, including the technical feasibility and availablty
of the technologies each alternative would employ, the technical

and institutional ability to monitor, maintain, and replace
technologies over time; and the administrative feasibility o
implementing the alternative.

Finally, the costs of construction and the long-term costs

of operating and maintaining the alternatives should be analyzed
using present-worth analysis.

Both the short- and long-term effects of each of these
factors must be assessed. In considering these items, Regions
will address all of the long-term effectiveness actors cite

in SARA S121(b)(1). After each alternative has been analyzed
against these factors, the remedial options should O compared
for their relative strengths and weaknesses.

Upon completion of the RI and draft FS, [PA and the Sta=
should formulate a recommended alternative or approach to

present to the community when the FS goes out or puDlic commen.
At this point, the RI/FS is transmitted to ATSDR for their use
in preparing a health assessment.





Selection of Remedy

The remedial action for a site should be selected among
those alternatives about which the following four tnOzngs
can be made:

Remedies must be protective of human health and the
environment. This means that the remedy meets or exceeds
ARARs or health-based level established through a ris
ssessment vhen AI.Rs do not exist.

* Remedies should attain federal and Stre public health
and environmental requirements that have Deen
for specific site. In general, the remeoy selection
process presumes that alternatives wll De orulaea
end reined to ensure that they attain all of the
appropriate ARARs, However, SARA does provide waivers
which peit selection of remedies which do not ttan
all ARARs under six different types ot circumstances:
fund-balancing, technical impracticability,
remedy, greater risk to health and the environment,
equivalent standard of peroance, and lnconaisten
application of State standards. X a emedM is rotecive,
costffective, and adequately satisfies the
preferences, inability to attain a particular AR will
not necessarily prevent selection o that alternative
it was viewed as the all around est remedial alternative.

Remedies must be cos-effective. Zn general, this
finding requires ensuring that the results o particular
alternative cannot be achieved by less costly mthoCs.
This implies that for any specific site there may be
more than one cost-effective remedy, with eac remeOy
varying in its environmental and public health results.

Remedies must utilize permanent solutions and alternative

treatmen technoloies or resurce recover .echnoAoies
to the maximum extent practicable. This oeterminaon
is interrelated to the cost-eectiveness =indn an
includes consideration of tecnnologicl easibLity an
availability.

The selected remedy should reresent the best :alance across
all the effectiveness, implementaDility, and cost factors .xamnea
in the detailed analysis. Xn mklng this selection, tn aecson-
maker must consider the statutory preference tot treatment wnc
permanently and significantly reduces the toxicity, moiiy or
volume of the waste.

The program permits the staging of remedial action imple-
mentation through multiple operable units. Decisionmakes may
choose to implement a limited measure to stabilize a site when
a suitable technology or that site is no currently avalaole
hut clearly on the hori:on or capacity or the desired technoiog
is currently unavailable. Initial cleanup actions shouia not
impede implementation o subsequent phases.





Writin the ROP

The Record of Decision (declaration statement and supporting
documentation) is the centerpiece of the administrative rcor
against which the Agency’s decisionaking may be judged by the
courts. In addition to containing an accurate and complete
summary of the site, the threat it ;)oses, and the selected remedy,
the ROD must describe the relative strengths and weaknesses o
each alternative considered and offer a clear justification for
the final decision that is made. For Fund-financed actions, the
ROD should include a formal written concurrence from the State.

Specific statements and explanations that should appear in
the ROD include the following:

statement and justification that the selected remedy is
protective and cost-effective, attains ARAIts and utilizes
permanent solutions and treatment technoloies to the maximum
extent practicable, where all statutory requirements and
preferences are fully satisfied.

An explanatlon as to why an alternative that ould have reduced
the toxicity, mobility, or volume of waste was not selected
if the selected remedy does not satisfy the preference for
permanent solutions.

A statement that indicates whether a remedy which does not

satisfy the statutory preferences for treatment is intended
as the final remedy for that site (at a minimum this remedy
uld have to be protective and cost-fective) or whether
the action is an operable, unit that will be followed by
subsequent actions to achieve a final remedy which satisfies
the preferences. The time[tame for completing the total
remedy should be specified.

A description of those Federal and State requirements which
were found to be applicable or relevant and appropriate to the

site and will be met. In addition, where ARARs do not exist,

a description of the health-based level that will be met.

A statement of which ARARs will not be met and the waiver
that will be invoked to justify the nonattainment.

Zn those occasional situations where no treatment alternative
was carried through the screen to the detailed analysis (or

sites such as municipal landfills) a special explanation
should be included in the OD.

Decisionakers have some flexibility as to how specific the

ROD is regarding the use of treatment technologies. At a
minimum, the ROD should state what technology will be applied
to what type and amount of waste and the performance goal that

process is expected to reach. For instance, the ROD may state

that thermal destruction is the selected remedy. However, the
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effectiveness, implementability, and cost analyses must De

based on specific process within that technolog category,

such as rotary kiln, to ground the analysis in hard ata.
When the remedial action is bid, any process in that technology
category stated in the ROD would be eligible provided they
could match the perfon,ance goals of the process analyzed in

detail.

Applicability to Ongoing Proects

Superfund reauthorization affects a wide variety ot projects
in many different stages of development. The cleanup standards

provisions in $121 will affect ongoing projects in a particularly
unique way. Pot projects closest to ROD signature, Regional
managers and project managers should focus on whether an adequate
range of treatment alternatives was considered for feasibility,
and whether ?ederal and particularly State ARARa have been
thoroughly considered and will be met, unless waiver is to be

invoked. If there is a sound basis for selecting and rejecting
alternatives under the new statutory requirements and preferences,
Regions should proceed to ROD signature and may postpone treatabil
studies (that would otherwise be conducted in the RI/?S) until
remedial design.

On the other hand, projects in their early stages should be

modified to be consistent with the process outlined in this

guidance. In particular, Regions should assess the neeo for

treatability testing and initiate immeOiately studies necessary
to ensure availability of needed data in the detailed analysis
phase.

Ground water Operable Units

With the exception of specific statements in $121(d)(2)(A)
(ii) and $121(d)(2)(B)(l) and (ii), the cleanup standarOs pro-
visions apply most,directly to source control measures. Te
existing approach toward ground water remediation outlined in the

"Draft Guidance on Remedial Actions for Contaminated Grouno Water
at Superfund Sites (September 29, 1986)" remains largely intact

with se modifications necessary to conform to SARA requirements
related to AIARs. Specific guidance on ARARs, including ,riGs an
WOC, viii be provided in the near future.

The remedial approach outlined in the Draft Guidance derives

directly from PA’s Ground Water rotection Strategy, wich states

that ground waters should be protected differentially based_on
characteristics of vulnerability, use and value. Superfund’s Draf

Guidance calls for the development of a limited number of ground
water remedial alternatives within a performance range, defina n
terms of different remediation levels (the level o ground water

contaminant reduction achieved), and different raes o resora:io

(the time required to achieve remediation levels).
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sctots that influence a decision regarding the epproa:e
rate o astoraion se:

Current use of ground water:

Potential need for ground water;

[ffectiveness and reliability of institutional
controls;

Ability to monitor and control the movement of
contaminants in ground water;

Other risks borne by the affected population; aria

opulation sensitivities.

Additionally, limiting the extant of contamination, the impsc
of contamination on environmental receptors, the technical precis-:
cability and the cost o alternatives should also be analy:aa and
factored into the decision-making process.

Should you have any questions concerning this guidance, leas
contact ill anson ($ ]82-2145) in he azsrdous Site Control
Division or John Cross (TS 45-670) in te CRCLA Enforcement
Division.
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CORRECTIVE ACTION PROCESS

AGENCY

3008(h) order may be issued
before, during, or after RFA

Oversight

Permit may be issued
before, during, or after RFI
(public participation)

RFi Report approved.
Clean-up requirements

established J
Oversight

Corrective measures "selected

3008(h) order issued/

amended f
Permit issued/modified

Public participation ,/

Oversight

RCRA
Facility

Assessment

RFA

RCRA
Facility

Investigation

RFI

Corrective
Measure
Study

CMS

Corrective
Measure

Implementation

CMI

OWNER/OPERATOR

Interim measures

RFI Workplan
Facility Investigation
RFt Report
Interim measures

Identify and evaluate

..Itematives

Recommend corrective

measure(s)
CMS Report
Intedm measures

CMI Plans

CM design & Construction
CMI Report
Operations

Monitoring





COMPARISON OF RCRA CORRECTIVE ACTION
AND CERCLA REMEDIAL PROCESSES*

ESTIMATED
DURATION
OF TASKS

I
3-6

I
MONTHS

I
12-24

I
MONTHS

I

MONTHS

I

MONTHS/YEARS

RCRA. v s. CERCLA

RCRA FACILII
ASSESSMENT

RFA

RCRA FACILITY
INVESTIGATION

RFI

PRELIMINARY
ASSESSMENT/

SITE
INVESTIGATION

PA/SI

REMEDIAL
INVESTIGATION

RI

CORRECTIVE
MEASURES
STUDY

CMS

FEASIBILITY
STUDY

FS

CORRECTIVE
MEASURES

IMPLEMENTATION

CMI

REMEDIAL DESlGN/I
REMEDIAL ACTION

RD/RA

Idenlily releases needing
lurlher investigation.

Characterize nalure, exlenl,
and rate ot conlaminanl
releases.

Evaluale/select remedy.

Design and implementation
o! chosen remedy.

"Interim Measures may be performed at any point in tile corrective action process.





APPLICATIONS OF RCRA AND CERCLA
CORRECTIVE ACTION AUTHORITIES

TRIGGER

"ATIONS
POTENTIALLY",,,
LIABLE PERSONS"

Present generators,
transporters, and
owners/operators

Present
owners/operators

Past or present
owners/operators

Past or present
generators,
transporters, and
owners/operators

Non-Compliance
with

Subtille C

3008(a)

Substantial
Hazard

3013

Imminentand
Substantial

Endangerment

CERCLA {}104,
106

RCRA 7OO3

Release o!
Hazardous
Waste or
Hazardous
Constituenls

3008(h)
3004(u)
3004(v)





RCRA SECTION 3013

Present o/o or most recent previous o/o of a facility or site

Presence or release

Of hazardous waste

From a facility or site

Which may present a substantial hazard to human health or the environment.





RCRA SECTION 3008(h)

There is or has been a release

Of hazardous waste or hazardous constituents

Into the environment

From a facility subject to Interim status under Section 3005(e)

Corrective action or other re.ponse measure is necessary to protect human
health or the environment





RCRA SECTION 3004(u)

Releases

Of hazardous waste or hazardous constituents

From solid waste management units

At a permitted TSDF





RCRA SECTION 3004(v)

Corrective action is required beyond the facility boundanj of a TSDF for
releases

Of a hazardous waste

Where necessmy to protect human health and the environment.

The owner/operator is able to obtain P’e permission of the owner of the
affected property.





Acceptability Criteria*

Relevant
Vlolatlone at
or Affecting

Receiving Unit
(Full
Compiilnl

No

Reieaeee from
Receiving Unit

11 No

Releiee from
Other Unite

Evaluated end
Under Corrective
Alion mm
(N)

Yee

No

Facility must meet both compliance and release criteria to be acceptable





Components of Acceptability to Receive Superfund Wastes

RCRA Subtitle CFacilities

Inspection wit_bin last
6 monks

IFA completed

No relevant violations

No releases at receiving unit

Releases from other units
addressed by corrective
action program

Other Facilities

No relevant violations

Releases evaluated for
environmental significance

Environmentally sigrfificant
releases addressed by corrective
action program
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DISCLAIMER: This document does not
reflect official EPA policy. This
is an informal summary provided for
discussion/informatlon purposes only.
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.0. 12580 C’CL/S.

Sect ion Section ction or Item Delegated
Deleate to Persons

gonc(s) Cesments

Section 1: National Contingency Plan

l(b) (1| 105
ad (g), 125#
3Of(f|

Revise the National Contingency Plan (the NCP) Administrator of the Envlren-

ental Protection Agency (the

delnistrmtor)

The is lall? binding rslstion that
otlinma the process for site investigations
an cleanup action.

l(b){2) lie(p} Remove the Silver Creek Tail/age Site in Park City, Utah fruu the

National Priorities List ()pL|a
The Administrator Desifnates re.oval of the site fro the

proposed NPL mlees it is detersined that the

fllity ets the retrt of
hazds ri syst (}

l(c) 107(f)(2)(A) Deslqnate federal and state trustees for natural resources uthority retained by the

President of the Onited States
The Secretaries of the Interior, Agriculture,
Comrce and Energy will be mong those

deeinnted federal trustees for stursl

resources.

Stion 2: Response ad Related Authorities

2(a) First sentenc of
104(b}l

Investigate illnessese diseases, or coplsints that are attributable
to hazardous substance, pollutant, or contaminant.

Secretary of Health and Ruanu
Services

Punctiana will be parfomed throwh the
Public Nealt Sele in sccordanc eith

Section lOtit} of CEIL.

104(e}(2}(C|

119(c}(7),
121(f}(1)

Issue regulations and guidelines for handling confidentlsl date
participation of interested ersos indeiflcation of subcontrac-

tors and Involvmnt of etes.

The Administrator The National Pesonse Team (T|

will he consulted.

(c)(l) lOt(a) and the
second sentence
of 126 (b)

Provide for the permanent rslocstlon of residents, bus|messes, and

community facilities temporary evacuation and houslng for

threatened individuals.

Director of the Federal

D.ergency lnagcent Agency

llT(a) and (c),
and 119

Develop guidelines for public participation in remedial action plans
ed for remedial action contractors.

Director of the Federal

lerency Nanagement Ag

"d
Subject to Section 2(b) of this E.O.

2ld} 104 (a), (b) and

(c)(4}, ll$(k),
ll?(a) an (o)e
119, and 121

[stablish uidelines for remedial actions by potentially responsible

parties (PRPs), infortlon studies and investlgetions selection of
remedial nctions administrative records and participation pro-

cedures public icipatlon rdtel action contractors and

cle standards for relees or thatd relees fr

filit or weasel under the urisiction sty, control of the

dist depants.

Secretaries of Defense end

nergy
Subject to Sections 2(a} ,(b}, and (c) of this

E.O. Puctions viii be consistent with

Section 120 of reqardtn federal
fectlitias.

2(e)(1) 104 (8}, (b), and
(c| (4| and 121

Establish uldelines for remedlal actions by PRPs, information
studies and investigations, selection of remedial actions, cleanu
standards, and non-eergenry removal actions for releases or threa-

tened releases from sites not the NPL end removal actions other
th ergct.

Hess of Executive Departments
and ancies

Subject to Sections 2(s),(b),(c) and
(d) of this E.O. The Adminstrator

vili define the term "eergency.





12580

ection

2()(2)

SFR2/029-2

Sections

104(b)(2), l13(k),
ll?(a) and (c),
and 119

104(s),(b}, and

(c)(4), l13(k),
ll?(a} and (c|,

119, and 121

101(24}, 104(a1,
(b),(c|(4), and

(c1(9},
l17(a) and

119w ]21e and

126(b)

104[c|(3)

I04(c| (d)

104(e)(5)fA)

104(e)

t(l), and (1|

SUItqY OF E’UTIVE OP NO. 125O
DEL;ATI(] OF CE!CL/$AI P]IRIqENTS

Page of 6

Action Item Delesated

Establish gidelines for investlqations, 8ministretive records and

participation procedures, response action contractors, and public
participation for releases threatened releues roa f-ility

vessel under the Jurlsdlctlonw custody or control of the desiqnsted

depertnents and agencies.

Deleqsted to Persons
or

Meads of Fecutlve Departments
and Agencies

Establish guidelines for remedial actions by PP.Ps, information studies

and investigations, selection of reuedial actions, administrative

records and particpation proceduresr public participationw response
action contractors, and cleanup standards for releases threatened
releases involving the coastal zone, eaters of the Great Lakes, ports
and harbors.

Secretar of the Deltrtnent In
vhich the Coast Guard is oper-
atinq

Provide oversiqht for rsponse actlons information studies end /nves-

tlgmtions sitinq, public participation, response action contractors,
cleanup standards, ond vorker protection standards.

The Adntnlstretor

Provide special assurances in the case of a reuedial action to be
taken land eater held b7 Indian tribe or member of tribe,
held b7 the United States in trust for Indians, within the borders
of Indian reservation. Future maintenance, cost-sharing, and the
location of an available hszardons waste disposal faclllt7 for the

remedial action is the responslhllit7 of the President.

EstaJlish guidelines for limitations response actions and
cooperative aqreements vtth states to condsct remedial actions.

Issue Compliance Orders for information gathering and access to site
following the release or threatened releue iron any facility or
vessel under the Jurisdiction, custody, or control of the designated
departments or agencies.

Establish guidelines for lnforeation gathering and access procedures
for Superfund sites.

nforce OSHA standards for hazardous waste site ork, Oavis-Uncon gnge
rate provisions, and euergoncy prorenent ieers! etablish and
suintain national rngistry for diseases end illnesses associated

vlth exposure to toxic substances and acquire property, if necessary,
to conduct resedial Investigations.

The Administrator

The Coast Guard, Secretary of
Health and Ihman Servlcos,
Director of the Federal

Enerency Nanagement Agency,
and the Administrator.

Resds of Executive Depsrtmmts
and Agencies

Heads of Executive Departments
and k/mcies

Meads of Executive Dspsrtnonts
and Agencies

Subject to Sections 2{b}, (c), and (d) of
this E.O.

Subject to Sections 2(a},(b},(c),(d|, and (e)

of this E.O.

Subject to Sections 2(a),(b),(c),(d),(e|, and
(f) of tbls E.O.

The Secretary of the Interior viii

be consulted.

Subect to Section 2(dl,(e),(f),(g), and (h}

of this E.O.

The Attorney General must concur on all

dacislous and activities.

The exercise of authority tmder Section
104(h) is subject to the approval of the
Adnlnfstretor of the Office of Federal

Pracuronent Policy.





-.0. 1250O

SectIon

Section

ctIo 4:

4(e)

4 {hi

i (b) (2)

4 (c) I1)

Cleanup Schedules

l16(a) and the

first ten

tences of lOSld)

116 and lOS(d)

Enforcement

lOS(d) an 122(e)

(31(^)

122 (except Sub-

section (b)(1))

109 and 122

106(e) and 122

$I OP EXBCUTI OPDL HO. 12580

DELEGATION OF CECLA/SAIA PUIRNTS
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Actlon or Item Delegated
Delegated to Persons

ASenc (s}

Assess releases of hazardous substances pollutants and complete

preliminar and site assessments for L’ECL sites.

Heads of Executive Departments
and Agencies

Lnforc schedules for remedial actions onder CCLA/SA and for

assessment of releases.

The Administrator

[velo rt]ulatlons and guidelines for violations bJect to criminal

penalties and prelieinary allocations o| rsponsibtllty to the

PRPs.

Provide oversight for sttleuent of releases or threatened releases
iron facility, net on the L, end under the Jurisdiction,
custody, or control of the deslguatnd departuents and agencies.

Investigate violations of Section 122e settleuents, vith respect to
releases threatened releanes described iu Section 4(b)(1) of this

oOo

Provide abatonent 8ctlons d settlents for releases or threatened

releases involving the coastal zonee eaters of the Great Lakes, portae
and hartrs.

The dministretor

Iah of tx-tire |)e-rtsents

an kjencles

Heads of EXecutive DepartnentJ
and Agencies

The Coast Guard

Comients

This effort viii b exercised in consItation
rlth the Attorne General.

Functio v111 he exercised vlth the approval
of the &ttoruey General. Subject to Section

4(aS of this t.O.

proval of te Attorney General is rguired.

Subnct to Section 4 (a| ond (b)(1) of this

E.O.

4 (c) (2)

4 (d)(1)

4 (d)(2)

4 (e)

109

106 and 122

109

104 (e)(S)lA)

ad 16

Issue civil penalties for vlolstimm of Sections 103 (a) and

notification requtreuenta, and 122, settlements, for releues

threatene releases Involving the coastal zone, eaters of the Great

Lakese portJe and harbors.

dmlnister abatent actions and settleuents.

Issue civil penalties and avazds for violations of Sections 103,
notices and penalties, and Section 122, settlements.

Issue copllance orders and abatement action for the authority to

seek information, enter, or conduct inspections, sampling,

response actions.

The Coast Guard

The Administrator

The Administrator

Eecutlve Departments and

Agencies

Subject to Sectton 4 (el nd (bl(2) of this

t.O.

Subject to Setim i (a), {bill}. and (c)(1)

of this E.O.

Subject to Sections 4 (a), (b}(2), and (c|(2|

of this E.O.

Jprovel of the Attorney General is required.

SFR2/029-3
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Section

5 (a)

5 (h!

5 (c}

5

5 (e)

Sction 6:

6 (a!

G (b)

G (c)

6 (d)

Section 7:

7 In)

7 (b)(l|

029-4

CECLA/SAIq

Sectloas

Liability

107 (c|(I}(C)

107

107 If)

107 (f)(1)

107 If) (2) (B!

Litigation

got 4plicable
(NA)

113 (g)

310 (d} and (e}

Financial esponstbility

lay (k) (4)

IO8 (a)(l)

Action Ite Delegated

Detelline the liability for each release of a hazardous substance

incident involvin the release of a hasarotm substance into naviq-

able waters fro any otor vehicle, aircraft, pipeline, or rolling

stock.

Detereine punitive dasmgea and coece cisil actions against the

responsible party(tesJ for the release or threatened release of

hazardous substances involving the cstal zone. eaters of the Great

Laban, ports, and harbors.

Determine punitive mes and cosmence civil 8ctiq, against the

responsible party(tea} for the release threatened release of

hazardous toxic substances.

Deternine liability for dsnnge to ontural resources.

Obtain list of each state’s natural reeourcs trustees.

See centa.

Receive notification of natural resource trustee’s intent to file

suit for re,dial actions.

See

Detemine the feasibility of establishing qualifying optional

systne of private Insurance for postclosure flnclal responsibility

for hazardous waste disposal facilities.

Regulate omers and ortors of vessel over ]00 gross tons that

use any port place in the U.S., or navigable aters y
offshore facility. Each shall estlish aM intaln eviden of

financial reslblltty of $3 r grs t or othert

Delated to Persons
Agesc (a)

Secretary of Transportation

The Coast Ouard

The Adninistratur

Federal Trusteon for each

natural rusource.

The lniatrutor

The Attorney General

Heads of Executive D5rta’ntJ
and Agcmcies

The diniatratur

Secretar of the Treasury

The Coast Guard

Colments

Subject to Section 5 (b) of this E.O.

The Guveruur of each state viii subit this

list to the inlmtrator.

The onnduct and control of all litigations
and Judicial proceinga are the responsi-

bility of the Atoruey General.

onthor/tymerCLa/ requiring the

Attorney Guasrul to comnc litigation is

retibed by t President.

The Mlnistrator will prodigals procedural

rngulatlona for providing the notifications.

This ation of the ct could not he

tdontlfid.

The Adsinlstretor viii provide the Secretary
with technical information and assistance.
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E.O. 125B0

Section

7 (b){2|

7 (c){l)

7

7 (d) (1)

7

8

8 (c!

Section 9:

9 (a)

9 (d)

9 (f)

F2/029-5

Action Itm Delegated

109

108

kssess penalties for violating Section 108 (a){l| of CE1’L.

Regulate transportation related facilities, including any pipeline,

smtor vehicle, rollw stock, alrcraft for evidence of financial

responsibility.

109 Investigate violations of Section 108 (a}(| of CEP reqaring

denied entry detainment for failure to produce evidence of

financial responetblity.

109 Assess penalties for violations under Section 10 (b) of

reqadin transportation related facilities.

Regulate facilities that handle or dispose of hazardous traete for

evidence of financial raepouelbility.

109 Jssass penalties for violations of Section 10 {a} (4} and (b) of the

ct.

Lployee Protection and Notice to Injured

110 (e) Conduct continuing evaluations of potential loss of mplolent re-

suiting fru the sdinistratim or enforcement of CERCLk/SF.

provisions.

Ill (g) Promulgate rules end relations for turners and operators of any

vessel facility under the designated official’s Jurisdiction from

hich hazardous substsuce ban released.

111 (q) Pronulgata rules and requlations for ovners and oporators of any
vessel facility iron which hazardous substance has been

released.

Management of azardons Substance Superfond Claims

111 {a} Disburse paywente for response actions, clalaz, end other cost frce

the flazardous Substance Superfmd. Peents ulll not eceed

$8.5 billion for the 5-year period beginuinq October 17, 1986.

III Select federal and state officials who may obligate aonry in the

fiazardoua Substance Superfund for response costs.

112

111 (o)

Provide oversight for payments of claims filed pursuant to

Section 111, of the fund, of CE/CLA.

Develop notification procedures for limitations certain payments

of claims for necessary response costs.

Delegated to Persons

or ganq(a}

11e Coast Guard

Secretary of Transrtation

Secretary of Transportation

Seccetary of Transportation

The Administrator

The Adsiuletrator

The A.inistrator

Secretaries of Defense and

nerg

’/’he Administrator

The delnistrator

The diuistrator and Department
and qe-y fleeds to ubon funds

provided

The /dInisttutor

The dainistrator

Co.ants

Subject to Section 4 (el of this E.O.

Subect to Section 4 (a) of this Z.O.

Subect to ctlen 7 {cl (1| of this E.O.
Section lOb(a) (4| cunld ot be identified.

9ubJect to Section 4 |el and 7 {c} (]} of this

-.0.

Subject to Section 0 (b).

Sbect to applicable provision of this E.O.
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Section

9 (h)

Section I0:

IO (a)

Section II:

II (a)

Sections

117 (e)

123

Federal Facilities

20 (e)(i)(A)

General Provisions

101 (37)

Action Item Delegated

Develop proposed piss for public participation.

Develop and aduinlter reintmrsmsent procedures to any general purpose
unit of local goverrsent for a poIltlcal sdlvision which is affected

by release threatened release at facility.

See comments.

See c meets.

Delegated to Persons
or Aqunc(s)

The Administrator

The Adulnlstrator

The Administrator

Coamemts

The Attorney General viii be consulted.

ghun necessary, prior to selection of a
remedial action by the Adulnlstrator, xecu-
tire agencies viii have the opportunity to
present their vim after following proce-
dures of Sections 1 throngh 6 of t.O.
No. 12088, vlth Ot

e
facilitator, or any

other mtuelly acceptable prnesa.

This section could not be identified in SARA.

II (b)(1) 105 (f) Report minority participation in contracts. TheAdlnistrator

11 (bl(2) 105 (f) Sublt requested infomatloo on minority contracting to the

Administrator.
Heads of JkecuttveDepartents
and Agencies

Subject to Section I1 (b}(1) of this E.O.

11 (c) 126 (c) Enforce worker protection standards, promulgated by the Secretary of
Labor under 0IA for the health and safety protection of employees
enaged in hazardous unste work.

The Administrator Yhe Secretary of the Interior viii be

co,salted.

11 (d) 301 (c) Conduct study for the assessment of douages for injury to,
distraction of, or loss of natural resources resulting from release
of oil or.a hazardous substance 8d issue appropriate regulations.

Secretary of the Interior Helstions will be reviesed sad revised

every years.

11 (e| NA See comenta. Each agency has the authority to issue

regulations to carry out the functions

delegated by this H.O.

epL

CNlr

dE.o.
e(B Office of Inaqement and Budget.

,’r’R2/029-G

A list of sites nimble the nlted States and its territories and possessions that slated for EPA enforcement action or cleanup. The is revised mmually.

The model EPA to determine vhlch sties should be listed the PL under CFJ’-A. A mathematical ratinq scheme that coubine| the potential of a release to cause hazardous
situations, the severity/enChiLada of these potential impacts, and the number F people that nay be affected. Sites receiving lS score bove the EP& cut-off point appear on
the ppL.

The NCP viii provide for National Response Team (IT) cosqmsed of representatives of appropriate Federal departments and 8guncies for national planning and coordination of
preparedness and response actions, end reqlonal response Leans as the reqlonal counterpart to porfora similar duties at the regional level.

F.ecutive Order.
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18 November 1987

COMMUNITY RELATIONS (CR) REQUIS
FOR FEDERAL FACILITIES (FF}

ACTIVITY REQUIREMENT SOURCE

Agency Spokesperson

Community Relations Plan (CRP)

Remedial Activities

Removal Actions

Lead agency must designate a

spokesperson to inform the public
promptly and accurately about the
release and actions taken, and to
respond to questions.

A CRP, based on community interviews,

must be prepared for removals longer
than 45 calendar days.

Non-NPL Sites

Remedial actions taken under SI04 and
106 must comply with SlI7 of SARA
unless stricter State standards are in

plce.

Federal agencies must consult with
States to determine their CR
requirements.

NCP 300.67(b)
Superfund CR Policy, 1983

NCP 300.67(a) & (b)
Superfund CR Policy, 1983

SARA 120(a)(4)

SARA 120(a)(4)
SARA 121(f)

NOTE: Changes in this final draft were made at the October 27, 1987 NationaI Community Relations Coordindators

Meeting.

-I-





FINh3.. DRAt
18 November" 1987

COMMUNITY RELATIONS (CR) REQUIREMENTS
FOR FEDERAL FACILITIES (FF)

ACTIVITY REQUIREPU.T SOURCE

Remedial 1.vestigation (RI)

Community Interviews

Community Relations Plan (CRP)

*Review, Comment and Approval of
Draft CRP

Remedial Responses at NPL Sites

Interviews must be conducted in order
to solicit concerns of affected or
interested parties and determine
appropriate CR activities. EPA, FF
staff and State staff must be notified
when community interviews are to be
scheduled.

A complete CRP must be developed and
approved prior to initiation of field
activities. The CRP will be subject
to a consistency test. Therefore,
discussions among EPA, State and
Federal Facility staff to resolve
"consistency" test issues are strongly
encouraged as early in the process as

possible.

FF must provide a draft CRP to EPA and
State staff for review, comment and
approval prior to issuance as a public
document.

Comnunity Relations at
Federal Facility Sites
SARA 120(a)(2)
Executive Order 12580

NCP $300.67(c)
Superfund CR Policy, 1983

Community Relations at
Federal Facility Sites

-2-
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COMMUNITY RELATIONS (CR} REQUIR4ENTS
FOR FEDERAL FACILITIES (FF)

ACTIVITY REQUIRDNT SOURCE

*Draft Press Releases

Information Repository

EPA and State staff must be advised of
any press release to the public media
regarding work covered by an IAG and
the content of the release at least
48 hours in advance of issuance. If
any subsequent changes are made prior
to release, EPA and State staff must
be notified of the changes. Press
releases must be provided to EPA and
States prior to issuance except in an
emergency. In emergency situations,
the FF must provide the information as
soon as possible to EPA.

At all Superfund remedial sites, and
at removals where on-site activities
last longer than 45 calendar days, at
least one information repository must
be established at or near the location
of the response action. The
information repository shall contain,
as it becomes available, each item
developed, received or made available
to the public.

The proposed plan (or a brief analysis
or fact sheet on the plan), including
alternative proposals considered in
the RI/FS, the ROD including any
discussion of significant changes

Community Relations at
Federal Facility Sites

Superfund CR Policy, 1983

SARA l17(d)

*Proposed new requirement.
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COMMUNITY RELATIONS (CR} REQUIREMENTS
FOR FEDERAL FACILITIES

ACTIVITY REQUIRnENT SOURCE

(from the proposed plan) and a

response to each of the significant
comments, criticisms, and new relevant

information submitted during the

public comment period required under

117(a) shall be available for public
inspection and copying at or near the
facility at issue.

Administrative Record

Feasibility Study (FS)

Notification of Public Comment
Period and Proposed Plan

An Administrative Record shall be

established and maintained for all

response actions and shall be
available to the public at or near the

facility at issue. When removal
actions last less than 120 calendar
days the Administrative Record can be
located at the lead Agency
regional/local office. The
Administrative Record shall be

established and maintained in
accordance with current and future EPA
Policy and guidance.

Publish a notice of availability and
brief analysis of the Proposed Plan.

The notice shall include sufficient
information as may be necessary to

SARA l13(k)

SARA llT(a) and (d)
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COMMUNITY RELATIONS {CR} REQUIREMENTS
FOR FEDERAL FACILITIES (FF)

ACTIVITY REQUZREMENT SOURCE

Public Comment Period

Opportunity for Public Meeting

Meeting Transcript

provide a reasonable explanation of
the Proposed Plan and alternative
proposals considered. The notice must
be published in a major local
newspaper of general circulation.

The FS must be provided to the public
for review and comment for a period of
not less than 21 calendar days.

Before adoption of any remedial action
plan, a reasonable opportunity must be
provided for submission of written and
oral comments and an opportunity for a
public meeting at or near the facility
at issue regarding the proposed plan
and any proposed findings under
121(d)(4) {cleanup standards).

A transcript of any planned and
announced public meeting{s) (i.e.
meetings required by SARA llT(a)) on
the proposed plan must be kept This
transcript must be made available to
the public.

SARA l17(a)
NCP 300.67(d)
Superfund CR Policy, 1983

SARA 117(a)(2)
NCP 300.67(d)

SARA 117(a)(2)
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CONMUNITY RELATIONS (CR) REQUIREMENTS
FOR FEDERAL FACILITIES (FF}

ACTIVITY REQUIP,4ENT SOURCE

Responsiveness Summary

Interagency Agreements (IAGs)

*FF must provide EPA with the
transcript(s) and the original (or

good copy) of all of the written
comments received during the public
comment period. This information must
be provided as soon as it is available
and must be provided to the EPA
Project Officer or Superfund CRC.
Administrati,,e Record guidance governs
the inclusion of this information in

the Record.

After the public comment period
closes, a summary of community
concerns and EPA, State and FF
responses must be prepared as part of
the ROD. 1

The IAG, when final, must be made
available to the public. Public

participation is a critical element
that must be detailed in the IAG.

Executive Order 12580
Community Relations at
Federal Facility Sites

SARA SllT(b)
NCP S300.67(e)
Superfund CR Policy, 1983

SARA 120(e)(2)
Community Relations at
Federal Facility Sites

*Poposed new requirement.

Iproposed guidance allows FF staff to prepare a draft Responsiveness Summary.
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COI4KITY RELATIONS (CR) REQUIREMENTS
FOR FEDERAL FACILITIES (FF)

ACTIVITY REQUIREMENT SOURCE

Public Notice After Selection of
Final Plan

Explanation of Differences

A notice must be published after the
Agency selects a remedy and before
commencement of any remedial action.
At a minimum, the notice must be
published in a major local newspaper
of general circulation. The final
remedial action plan (e.g., ROD) and

Responsiveness Summary must be made
available to the public. The final

plan shall be accompanied by a
discussion of any significant changes
(and the reasons for such changes) in

the Proposed Plan.

After adoption of a final remedial
action plan (e.g., ROD), if any
remedial action is taken, any
enforcement action under S106 or 122
is entered into, and if any of these
differs significantly from the final

remedial action plan (e.g., ROD), an

explanation of the significant
differences and reasons such changes
were made must be published in
accordance with llT(d} and made
available to the public.

SM l17(b) and (d)
Policy on Floodplains and
Wetland Assessment

SARA 117(c)
SARA 117(d)
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CO4tITY RELATIONS (CR) REQUIREMENTS
FOR FEDERAL FACILITIES (FF|

ACTIVITY REQUIREMENT SOURCE

Revision of the CRP

PERMITTING

Statement of Basis

Fact Sheet

Public Notice and Co.,,ent Period

Prior to remedial design, the CRP must
be revised to account for counity
concerns during the remedial design
and construction phase, if not already
addressed in the CRP.

EPA shall provide a statement of basis
that describes the conditions of the
draft permit or the reasons for a
decision to deny or terminate the
permit to the applicant and, on
reguest, to any other person

EPA must prepare a fact sheet for
every draft permit for a major
hazardous waste management facility
that will be sent to the permit
applicant and, onrequest, to any
other person.

The Regional Administrator or State
Director, as appropriate, must give
public notice that an application has
been tentatively denied; a draft
permit has been prepared; a hearing
has been scheduled; an appeal has been

granted; or an NPDES new source
determination has been made. There

Superfund CR Policy, 1983

40 CFR 124.7

40 CFR 124.8

40 CFR 124.10
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CO,TrINITY RELATIONS (CR) REQUIREMENTS
FOR FEDERAL FACILITIES (FF)

ACTIVITY REQUIREMENT SOURCE

Public Ilearings

Issuance and Effective Date of
Permit

Response to Comments

must be a public co,ent period on
these actions.

The Regional Administrator or State
Director, as appropriate, must hold a

public meeting when there is a
significant degree of public interest
in a draft permit(s).

The Regional Administrator must issue
a final permit decision after the
close of the public comment period on
the draft permit. The Regional
Administrator must notify the
applicant and each person who has
submitted written comments or
requested notice of the final permit
decision. This notice shall include
reference to the procedures for
appealing a decision on a RCRA, UIC,
or PSD permit or for contesting a
decision on an NPDES permit or a
decision to terminate a RCRA permit.

The State Director must issue a
response to comments at the time any
final permit decision is issued.
States are required to issue a
response to comments when a final
permit is issued.

40 CFR Part 124.12

40 CFR Part 124.15

40 CFR Part 124.17
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CObRITY RELATIONS (CR} REQUIREMENTS
FOR FEDERAL FACILITIES

ACTIVITY REQUIREMENT SOURCE

Administrative Record for Final
Permit When EPA is the Permitting
Authority

REMEDIAL DESIGN

Public Notice and Fact Sheet
After Design

The Regional Administrator must base
final permit decisions on the
Administrative Record, which consists
of: the administrative record for the
draft permit; a11 comments received
during the public comment period; the
tape or transcript of any hearing
held; any written materials submitted
during such a hearing; the response to
comments; other documents contained in
the support file for the permit; and
the final permit.

A public notice and updated fact sheet
must be prepared after the final
engineering design is complete.

40 CFR Part 124.18

CERCLACompliance with Other
Statutes Guidance
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